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Countering Pernicious Images: Memetic Visual 

Propaganda and the 2018 Elections 

Andrew Moshirnia*

Russian disinformation attacks through social media increasingly 

involve genuine photos paired with inaccurate captions to create false news.  

The relative ease and devastating impact of this meme-based (memetic) 

method have led domestic actors to adopt these same informational warfare 

tactics.  This is apparent in an examination of the conservative effort to 

demonize the migrant caravan in the month before the 2018 midterm 

elections.  Posters used misidentified images to push xenophobic tropes that 

the caravan was violent, rapacious, diseased, unpatriotic, and supported by 

outside funding groups including wealthy Jews.  This Article is the first to 

systematically document these propagandist threads and present a legal 

countermeasure based on existing intellectual property and First 

Amendment doctrines. 

Tracing the development of memetic misattribution reveals a powerful 

avenue for defense.  Falsely captioned photographs in these memes typically 

originate from previously published news articles and are reused over 

several years.  As such, a basic reverse-image search can debunk the 

majority of these images; a photo cannot simultaneously capture current 

events and predate those events by several years.  Social media firms should 

incorporate reverse-image searches and resultant copyright information 

directly on their sites.  This effort is imperative, as these firms have been 

slow to respond to this informational threat to our democracy.  Moreover, 

an objective, measured approach is vital to avoid overregulating an 

important arena for speech.  The novel transparency-based solution 

advanced in this Article achieves this balance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Seemingly genuine photos of a bloodied police officer, a burning 

American flag, and an FBI director arrested in disgrace; these are potent 

ingredients for meme-based informational warfare.  The last three years have 

seen a spike of national and international disinformation campaigns,1 waged 

 
1 See generally Dan Arnaudo, Computational Propaganda in Brazil: Social Bots During 
Elections, (Univ. of Wash., Working Paper No. 2017.8, 2016), http://blogs.oii.ox.ac.uk/politi 

calbots/wp-content/uploads/sites/89/2017/06/Comprop-Brazil-1.pdf (Brazil); Erik Brattberg 
& Tim Maurer, Russian Election Interference: Europe’s Counter to Fake News and Cyber 
Attacks, CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT FOR INT’L PEACE 5–27 (May 23, 2018), 
https://carnegieendowment.org/2018/05/23/russian-election-interference-europe-s-counter-
to-fake-news-and-cyber-attacks-pub-76435 (numerous EU countries); Mike Isaac & Kevin 
Roose, Disinformation and Fake News Spreads Over WhatsApp Ahead of Brazil’s 
Presidential Election, INDEP. (Oct. 21, 2018), https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/am 

ericas/brazil-election-2018-whatsap-fake-news-presidential-disinformation-a8593741.html 
(Brazil); Andreas Kopletz, Thirteen-Year-Old Lisa from Marzahn from the Rape Lie to the 
Diplomatic Storm, BERLINER ZEITUNG (Jan. 29, 2016, 7:00 PM), https://www.berliner-
zeitung.de/berlin/13-jaehrige-lisa-aus-marzahn-von-der-vergewaltigungsluege-zum-
diplomatischen-gewitter-23544190 (Germany); Stefan Soesanto, The Macron Leak That 
Wasn’t, EUR. COUNCIL ON FOREIGN REL. (May 9, 2017), https://www.ecfr.eu/article/commen 

tary_the_macron_leak_that_wasnt_7285 (France); Craig Timberg & Tony Romm, 
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largely2 through social media platforms such as Instagram,3 Facebook, and 

Twitter.4  The successful Russian campaign to undermine5 and influence6 the 

U.S. presidential election of 2016 brought needed attention to the lax content 

management in these sites.  While politicians have conducted a series of 

hearings castigating the poor response of social network executives,7 

progress has been wanting.  As feared, the campaign leading up to the 2018 

U.S. midterm elections again featured repeated disinformation or “fake 

news” crafted and disseminated by both foreign and domestic actors.8  These 

disinformation campaigns rely increasingly on easily produced memes9 

 

Disinformation Campaign Targeting Roy Moore’s Senate Bid May Have Violated Law, 
Alabama Attorney General Says, WASH. POST (Dec. 27, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost 

.com/technology/2018/12/27/disinformation-campaign-targeting-roy-moores-senate-bid-
may-have-violated-law-alabama-attorney-general-says/?utm_term=.12bb6e0d9fc7 (U.S., 
Alabama); Jean-Baptiste Jeangène Vilmer et al., Information Manipulation: A Challenge for 
Our Democracies, FR. DIPLOMATIE 7, 106–16 (Aug. 2018), https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr 

/IMG/pdf/information_manipulation_rvb_cle838736.pdf (France); Tarun Wadhwa, Kenya’s 
Election Proves Fake News Is a Serious Threat to International Security, FORBES (Aug. 14, 
2017, 12:04 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/tarunwadhwa/2017/08/14/kenyas-election-
proves-fake-news-is-a-serious-threat-to-international-security/#39f7a3a3491d (Kenya).  

 2  The Brazil and Kenyan campaigns appear to have been conducted largely through 
WhatsApp, rather than traditional social media.  See Nic Diaz, The Era of WhatsApp 
Propaganda Is Upon Us, FOREIGN POL’Y (Aug. 17, 2017, 10:42 AM), https://foreignpolicy.c 

om/2017/08/17/the-era-of-whatsapp-propaganda-is-upon-us/. 

 3  Interestingly, Instagram has received far less attention than the other sites on this list.  
“Instagram was a significant front in the IRA’s influence operation, something that Facebook 
executives appear to have avoided mentioning in Congressional testimony.”  Renee DiResta 
et al., The Tactics & Tropes of the Internet Research Agency, NEW KNOWLEDGE 7 (2018), 
https://disinformationreport.blob.core.windows.net/disinformation-report/NewKnowledge-
Disinformation-Report-Whitepaper-121718.pdf; Alex Ward, Four Main Takeaways from 
New Reports on Russia’s 2016 Election Interference, VOX (Dec. 17, 2018, 12:25 PM), 
https://www.vox.com/world/2018/12/17/18144523/russia-senate-report-african-american-
ira-clinton-instagram.  

 4  Sean Gallagher, Massive Scale of Russian Election Trolling Revealed in Draft Senate 
Report, ARS TECHNICA (Dec. 18, 2018, 3:02 PM), https://arstechnica.com/information-
technology/2018/12/senate-committee-report-details-how-russians-boosted-trump-across-
all-social-media/. 

 5  Pippa Norris, Putin’s Interference in U.S. Elections Undermines Faith in American 
Democracy, CONVERSATION (July 24, 2018, 10:58 PM), http://theconversation.com/putins-
interference-in-us-elections-undermines-faith-in-american-democracy-100070. 

 6  Richard Gunther et al., Trump May Owe His 2016 Victory to ‘Fake News,’ New Study 
Suggests, CONVERSATION (Feb. 15, 2018, 6:34 AM), https://theconversation.com/trump-may-
owe-his-2016-victory-to-fake-news-new-study-suggests-91538; Jane Mayer, How Russia 
Helped Swing the Election for Trump, NEW YORKER (Oct. 1, 2018), https://www.newyorker. 

com/magazine/2018/10/01/how-russia-helped-to-swing-the-election-for-trump. 

 7  Julia Carrie Wong, Congress Grills Facebook CEO Over Data Misuse – as It 
Happened, GUARDIAN (Apr. 11, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/live/2018/ 

apr/10/mark-zuckerberg-testimony-live-congress-facebook-cambridge-analytica. 

 8  See infra Part III. 

 9  Here, meme is used in the sense of a uniform message format, often paired with a 
photo, for repetition with minimal variation. 
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consisting of a genuine photo that is misattributed, misidentified and reused 

to slander or demonize targeted individuals.  Meme-based10 propaganda is 

pervasive and effective, necessitating deliberate action from reluctant social 

media firms. 

The problems stem, in part, from platforms’ reluctance to be “arbiters 

of truth.”11  More simply, while social media has entered a space normally 

mediated by news providers and attendant gate-keeping norms, social media 

disclaims responsibility for the content it delivers.12  This is unsurprising—

the building block of service provider expansion has been the limited liability 

for content posted by third parties under the Communication Decency Act 

(“CDA”) Section 230.13  Outside of pornography concerns, there has been a 

dearth of consistent motivation to systematically curate content.14  Providers 

may also point to First Amendment concerns to justify a lack of mediation.15 

In the era of meme as propaganda, it is important to revisit the 

psychological means employed by visual propaganda and to provide 

 

 10  This may help explain the efficiency of Instagram.  “Instagram engagement 
outperformed Facebook, which may indicate its strength as a tool in image-centric memetic 
(meme) warfare.”  DiResta, supra note 3, at 8. 

 11  “‘We are not the arbiters of truth,’ said Nick Pickles, Twitter’s head of public policy 
for the United Kingdom, during testimony before British lawmakers in Washington.  ‘We are 
not going to remove content based on the fact this is untrue.  The one strength that Twitter 
has is it’s a hive of journalists, of citizens, of activists correcting the record, correcting 
information.’”  Callum Borchers, Twitter Executive on Fake News: ‘We Are Not the Arbiters 
of Truth’, SYDNEY MORNING HERALD (Feb. 9, 2018), https://www.smh.com.au/world/north-
america/twitter-executive-on-fake-news-we-are-not-the-arbiters-of-truth-20180209-
p4yzsh.html. 

 12  Drew Harwell, Facebook Acknowledges Pelosi Video Is Faked but Declines to Delete 
It, WASH. POST (May 24, 2019),  https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/05/24/ 

facebook-acknowledges-pelosi-video-is-faked-declines-delete-it/ (“We don’t have a policy 
that stipulates that the information you post on Facebook must be true”); Katharine Murphy, 
Facebook Could Tackle Fake News but Chooses Not to, Regulator Says, GUARDIAN (Aug. 14, 
2019), https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/aug/14/facebook-could-tackle-
fake-news-but-chooses-not-to-regulator-says.  

 13  47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(1) (2018) (“No provider or user of an interactive computer service 
shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another 
information content provider.”). 

 14  See supra note 12; April Glaser, Facebook Is Pretty Good at Catching Nudity and 
Trolls. It’s Still Struggling to Stop Hate Speech, SLATE (May 15, 2018), https://slate.com/ 

technology/2018/05/facebook-is-pretty-good-at-catching-and-deleting-graphic-content-and-
nudity-hate-speech-not-so-much.html; see also Geoffrey A. Fowler, I Fell for Facebook Fake 
News. Here’s Why Millions of You Did, Too., SYDNEY MORNING HERALD (Oct. 22, 2018), 
https://www.smh.com.au/technology/i-fell-for-facebook-fake-news-here-s-why-millions-of-
you-did-too-20181022-p50b49.html. 

 15  The matter of whether social media networks may be sued as state actors is up for 
debate.  Tucker Higgins, Supreme Court Agrees to Hear A Case That Could Determine 
Whether Facebook, Twitter and Other Social Media Companies Can Censor Their Users, 
CNBC (Oct. 16, 2018, 9:36 PM), https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/16/supreme-court-case-
could-decide-fb-twitter-power-to-regulate-speech.html. 
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technological tools to curtail the spread of this weapon.  While independent 

fact-checkers do strive to counter duplicitous news,16 the effort is largely 

seen as failing.17  Fact-checkers armed with background knowledge and 

reverse-image search tools18 can effectively document the mendacity of 

visual propaganda.  But, corrections19 can be drowned out by a wave of 

reposted propaganda as repeated lies gain credibility through ubiquity, or 

well-meaning corrective posts simply fail to reach targeted audiences.20  The 

imbalance of propagandists and fact-checkers, with the former receiving 

support from powerful political actors,21 is apparent and consequential.22  

Fact-checkers may also have uncomfortable, temporary relationships with 

social media firms, creating additional barriers to addressing this problem 

through individual debunking.23 

 

 16  Mike Ananny, Checking in with the Facebook Fact-Checking Partnership, COLUM. 
JOURNALISM REV. (Apr. 4, 2018), https://www.cjr.org/tow_center/facebook-fact-checking-
partnerships.php (noting difficulties in fact-checker and social media partnerships). 

 17  Jasmin Boyce, “Relatively Few” Twitter Bots Were Needed to Spread Misinformation 
and Overwhelm Fact Checkers, Study Finds, NBC NEWS (Nov. 21, 2018, 1:00 PM), 
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/relatively-few-twitter-bots-were-needed-spread-
misinformation-overwhelm-fact-n939021 (noting that bots may easily overwhelm fact-
checkers); Chengcheng Shao et al., The Spread of Low-Credibility Content by Social Bots, 9 
NATURE COMM., art. 4787, Nov. 20, 2018, at 4, https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-018-
06930-7#Sec7 (study finding same). 

 18 See How to Use Google Reverse Image Search to Fact-Check Images, COMMON SENSE, 
https://www.commonsense.org/education/videos/how-to-use-google-reverse-image-search-
to-fact-check-images (last visited Sept. 14, 2019). 

 19  Natalia Banulescu-Bogdan, When Facts Don’t Matter: How to Communicate More 
Effectively About Immigration’s Costs and Benefits, MIGRATION POL’Y INST. (Nov. 2018), 
https://www.migrationpolicy.org/sites/default/files/publications/TCM-
WhenFactsDontMatter_Final.pdf; John Keane, Post-Truth Politics and Why the Antidote Isn’t 
Simply ‘Fact-Checking’ and Truth, CONVERSATION (Mar. 23, 2018, 1:47 PM), https://thecon 

versation.com/post-truth-politics-and-why-the-antidote-isnt-simply-fact-checking-and-truth-
87364. 

 20  See Banulescu-Bogdan, supra note 19; see also Duke Univ. Bass Connections, Data 
and Technology for Fact-Checking (2018–2019), DUKE UNIV., https://bassconnections.duke. 

edu/project-teams/data-and-technology-fact-checking-2018-2019 (last visited Sept. 15, 2019) 
(noting fact-checkers frequently overwhelmed). 

 21  The Internet Research Agency spread Russian propaganda during the 2016 election.  
See Jen Kirby, What to Know About the Russian Troll Factory Listed in Mueller’s Indictment, 
VOX (Feb. 16, 2018, 7:30 PM), https://www.vox.com/2018/2/16/17020974/mueller-
indictment-internet-research-agency. 

 22  Bryan Clark, “They Clearly Don’t Care”: Fact-Checkers on the State of 
Misinformation at Facebook, NEXT WEB (Dec. 14, 2018), https://thenextweb.com/facebook/ 

2018/12/14/they-clearly-dont-care-fact-checkers-on-the-state-of-misinformation-at-
facebook/ (noting that Facebook does not appear to care about the fact checking mission, 
treating it as PR).  

 23  Chris Welch, Snopes Says Nope to Facebook’s Money and Leaves Fact-Checking 
Program, VERGE (Feb. 1, 2019), https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/1/18207285/snopes-
facebook-fact-checking-program-exit; Ananny, supra note 16 (noting difficulties in fact-
checker and social media partnerships; noting “a general unease among [fact-checking] 
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What is necessary then is a mechanism that is both scalable and 

objective,24 so as to combat widespread posts without inhibiting speech or 

misclassifying provocative content.  The simple way to address this problem 

is to nest prior publishing information—that is, previous dates published and 

the copyright holder (if known)—directly on images.  Reverse-image 

searching can yield exactly this sort of data.  This information, if hosted next 

to a fraudulently identified image, would greatly weaken misattributed 

propaganda by immediately discrediting posts of “breaking” events with 

embedded photos years removed from the events. 

A reverse-image-based approach does not suffer from problems of 

nuance; the information is essentially binary.  Was the image copyrighted in 

the same year as the event it is claimed to depict?  If not, something is fishy.  

This approach would facilitate the process of identifying suspect posts for 

more thorough debunking.  This would also create an easier means for 

copyright holders to protect their property rights by issuing Digital 

Millennium Copyright Act takedowns (to say nothing of their moral rights 

in preventing their work from facilitating propagandistic hate speech). 

This Article is the first to systematically document memetic 

propaganda and the continued disinformation campaigns hosted on social 

media sites during the 2018 midterm elections.  Part I of this Article sets out 

the problem of continuing disinformation or “fake news” in relation to 

domestic elections, and of misidentified photos in particular.  Part II provides 

a greater understanding of the legal recognition of the power of images, as 

well as the philosophical, psychological, and neurological workings of visual 

propaganda that explain its success in targeting viewers and underscore the 

need for prophylactic intervention.  Part III demonstrates through case 

studies of posts related to the migrant caravan of October 2018 that 

misidentification-based propaganda was widespread and would be detected 

by the most rudimentary content evaluation such as a simple reverse-image 

search.  Part IV sets out a solution to misappropriated image propaganda: 

requiring that social media provide content-neutral in-post image publishing 

date and author information, which will facilitate user assessment of a post’s 

credibility, copyright takedowns, and other referrals for content veracity.  

Part V addresses likely counterarguments against this proposal and outlines 

areas for future research. 

 

partners about how opaque and unaccountable much of the arrangement [with Facebook] is—
both within the partnership and to outsiders”).  

 24  Welch, supra note 23 (“It doesn’t seem like we’re striving to make third-party fact 
checking more practical for publishers—it seems like we’re striving to make it easier for 
Facebook.  At some point, we need to put our foot down and say, ‘No.  You need to build an 
API,’ The work that fact-checkers are doing doesn’t need to be just for Facebook—we can 
build things for fact-checkers that benefit the whole web, and that can also help Facebook.”). 
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I. THE ONGOING PROBLEM OF DISINFORMATION ON SOCIAL 

NETWORKS 

Fabricated news with no basis in fact is endemic on social networks.  

While propaganda has existed for millennia,25 the novel interconnected 

informational climate gives rise to special dangers.  Compounding these 

dangers is the fact that the social media disinformation tactics used by 

Russian agents in 2016 occasioned few (if any) social media firm 

countermeasures and now domestic actors have adopted those very same 

tactics.  This section examines Russian agents’ disinformation campaigns to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of fake news on social media, and discusses 

the inadequate social media firm response to governmental attention, the 

continuing threat posed by disinformation propaganda—including from 

domestic actors—and the ease of producing memetic propaganda through 

miscaptioned photographs. 

A. 2016: GRU and IRA Misinformation Campaign Highlights 

Vulnerability of Social Media 

Recent Russian cyberattacks against American electoral integrity have 

captured the public attention.26  The damage is still being uncovered,27 but 

the coordinated effort involved at least three distinct avenues of intrusion, 

targeting: (1) election infrastructure, including attempted manipulation of 

voter rolls; (2) individual accounts of election participants, primarily through 

cyberattacks; and (3) voters, through social media disinformation campaigns 

meant to enhance or, especially in the case of minority democratic voters, 

depress turnout.  The former two attacks are fairly well-known, while the 

latter has only recently received greater attention. 

The role of disinformation in the Russian effort to aid then-candidate 

 

 25  See, e.g., Kenneth Scott, Octavian’s Propaganda and Antony’s De Sua Ebrietate, 24 

U. CHI. PRESS 133, 133 (Apr. 1929).  

 26  GRIZZLY STEPPE—Russian Malicious Cyber Activity, NAT’L CYBERSECURITY AND 

COMMC’N INTEGRATION CTR. (Dec. 29, 2016), https://www.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/pub 

lications/JAR_16-20296A_GRIZZLY%20STEPPE-2016-1229.pdf (detailing Russian 
interference in the 2016 presidential election).  America is not the only country experiencing 
Russian electoral meddling.  See Oren Dorell, Russia Engineered Election Hacks and 
Meddling in Europe, USA TODAY (Jan. 9, 2017), http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world 

/2017/01/09/russia-engineered-election-hacks-europe/96216556/ (noting that “[c]yberattacks 
in Ukraine, Bulgaria, Estonia, Germany, France and Austria that investigators attributed to 
suspected Russian hackers appeared aimed at influencing election results, sowing discord and 
undermining faith in public institutions that included government agencies”). 

 27  Jessica Taylor, Source: Mueller Using D.C. Grand Jury in Russia Probe, NPR (Aug. 
4, 2017), http://www.npr.org/2017/08/03/541432868/source-mueller-using-d-c-grand-jury-
in-russia-probe (detailing Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s “investigation into Russian 
efforts to influence the 2016 presidential election and into possible collusion between Russia 
and top aides to the Trump campaign”). 
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Donald Trump and the appropriate U.S. government response has been a 

matter of intense debate, in part because of the extreme salience to relevant 

economic and political stakeholders.28  It is clear, however, that Russia’s 

intelligence agency, the GRU, and the Internet Research Agency (IRA), a 

troll army in the employ of the Russian government, attempted to influence 

the identity politics of the left and the right.29  The IRA created fake accounts 

and distributed memes tailored to numerous sub-groups of voters with 

specific goals in mind.  A review of the groups targeted in Facebook and 

Instagram content (African-Americans, Conservatives, Liberals, Mexican-

Americans, and Muslim-Americans) is instructive as it demonstrates the 

breadth and depth of the Russian social media attack. 

The largest amount of Russian-linked content targeted African-

American voters.30  The posts centred on endemic inequality in American 

society, and argued that boycotting the election and focusing on other 

pressing issues was the only way to improve the plight of African-

Americans.31  This content included repetitive slogans about the inherent 

unfairness of the process and a focus on the Black Lives Matter movement.32  

The themes merge in explicitly anti-Clinton messages, such as “NO LIVES 

MATTER TO HILLARY CLINTON.  ONLY VOTES MATTER TO 

HILLARY CLINTON” (hosted on the Facebook page Blacktivist, 29 

October 2016). 

Conservative voters received content with three related themes: 

patriotic/anti-immigrant slogans; liberal favoritism of “outside” groups (for 

example, non-citizens, members of the LGBT community, and non-

Christians) at the cost of “real” Americans; and the salvation offered by 

voting for then-candidate Trump.33  This content included appeals to gun 

culture and southern identity, while stirring disgust for mistreatment of the 

traditional order-keeping military and police force.34 

Russian propagandists targeted liberal voters with content primarily 

 

 28  Timothy Summers, How the Russian Government Used Disinformation and Cyber 
Warfare in 2016 Election—an Ethical Hacker Explains, CONVERSATION (July 28, 2018, 4:00 
AM), http://theconversation.com/how-the-russian-government-used-disinformation-and-cyb 

er-warfare-in-2016-election-an-ethical-hacker-explains-99989. 

 29  Sue Donym, Russian Trolls Tried Influencing the Identity Politics of the Left, but No 
One Is Talking About It, MEDIUM (Sept. 4, 2018), https://medium.com/@sue.donym1984/ 

russian-trolls-tried-influencing-the-identity-politics-of-the-left-so-why-arent-we-talking-
about-cd324617d939.   

 30  PHILIP N. HOWARD ET AL., THE IRA, SOCIAL MEDIA AND POLITICAL POLARIZATION IN 

THE UNITED STATES, 2012–2018 18–19 (2018) [hereinafter “IRA Report”]. 

 31  Id.  

 32  Leo G. Steward et al., Examining Trolls and Polarization with a Retweet Network, U. 
WASH. (2018), https://faculty.washington.edu/kstarbi/examining-trolls-polarization.pdf. 

 33  IRA REPORT, supra note 31, at 18.  

 34  Id.  
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concerning LGBT rights.35  This was likely done to increase the ideological 

divide between liberals and conservatives.  A limited amount of content also 

encouraged voters to support Bernie Sanders or Jill Stein.36 

Mexican-American voters were targeted with slogans emphasizing a 

separate identity from those individuals dominating the U.S. political 

system.37 

Muslim-American voters were targeted with narratives emphasizing 

Muslim achievements. 38 

Overall, the top twenty Facebook pages generated by the IRA received 

a staggering amount of interest from users, with conservative pages 

attracting the most engagement.  According to the Computational Research 

Project, these pages accumulated more than 38 million likes, 30 shares, 5 

million reactions, and 3 million comments.39 

B. False News Stories: Pervasive, Effective, and Increasingly 

Domestic 

A vital step in the Russian misinformation campaign was encouraging 

the retweeting of propaganda by domestic actors.40  Conservative American 

users spread Russian misinformation at a much higher rate than liberals, with 

the most retweets coming from red states such as Texas and Tennessee.41  

Indeed, one Russian-linked account masqueraded as a Tennessee branch of 

the Republican party under “the Twitter account, ‘Tennessee GOP,’ [using] 

the handle @TEN_GOP.”42  Analysis of bot traffic and retweet patterns show 

that “[a]lthough an ideologically broad swath of Twitter users was exposed 

to Russian Trolls in the period leading up to the 2016 U.S. Presidential 

election, it was mainly conservatives who helped amplify their message.”43 

 

 35  IRA REPORT, supra note 31, at 20.  

 36  Id.  

 37  Id.  This campaign appears to have been launched after the 2016 election, perhaps with 
the goal of increasing discord in the immediate aftermath.  

 38  Id.  

 39  IRA REPORT, supra note 31, at 35.  Conservative aimed pages make up the top three: 
Being Patriotic, Stop A. I. (All Immigrants), and Heart of Texas.  Id. 

 40  Emerging Technology from the arXiv, U.S. Conservatives Spread Tweets by Russian 
Trolls Over Thirty Times More Often Than Liberals, MIT TECH. REV. (Feb. 23, 2018), 
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/610349/us-conservatives-spread-tweets-by-russian-
trolls-over-30-times-more-often-than-liberals/. 

 41  Id.; Adam Badawy et al., Analyzing the Digital Traces of Political Manipulation: The 
2016 Russian Interference Twitter Campaign, CORNELL U. 1 (2018), https://arxiv.org/pdf 

/1802.04291.pdf.  

 42  Andrew Prokop, Twenty-Three Tweets from @TEN_GOP, One Russian-Run Twitter 
Account Mentioned in Mueller’s New Indictment, VOX (Feb. 16, 2018, 1:24 PM), 
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/10/19/16504510/ten-gop-twitter-russia. 

 43  Emerging Technology from the arXiv, supra note 40.  
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The problem of false news stories is exacerbated by the speed with 

which the items may be disseminated online.  Studies indicate that older 

users are especially vulnerable to fake news,44 and fake headlines can 

successfully trick adults approximately seventy-five percent of the time.45  

Bot accounts also quickly retweet fake news, making the story appear to be 

popular with many people.  This, in turn, elicits retweets from credulous 

individuals.46  Moreover, false news stories are often more alluring47 and 

novel than the truth, so readers may rapidly spread the falsehood out of a 

desire for it to be true.48  This is especially worrisome, as studies show that 

falsehoods almost always outperform truths on Twitter, spreading faster and 

deeper across networks.49 

There is widespread agreement that while the 2016 disinformation 

campaign can be typified as a foreign intervention, domestic actors have 

since adopted Russian social media disinformation tactics.50  While fake 

news is commonly used to sell fake products or promote scams,51 it may also 

 

 44  Casey Newton, People Older Than Sixty-Five Share the Most Fake News, a New Study 
Finds, VERGE (Jan. 9, 2019, 2:00 PM), https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/9/18174631/old-
people-fake-news-facebook-share-nyu-princeton. 

 45  Craig Silverman & Jeremey Singer-Vine, Most Americans Who See Fake News 
Believe It, New Survey Says, BUZZFEED NEWS (Dec. 6, 2016, 8:31 PM), https://www.buzz 

feednews.com/article/craigsilverman/fake-news-survey#.xq4Xl257MJ; Shawn Langlois, 
Can You Pick Out the Fake News Stories That Duped Millions of People This Year?, 
MARKETWATCH (Jan. 2, 2017, 5:41 AM), https://www.marketwatch.com/story/can-you-pick-
out-the-fake-news-stories-that-duped-millions-of-people-this-year-2016-12-12. 

 46  Indiana University, Twitter Bots Had “Disproportionate” Role Spreading 
Misinformation in 2016 Election: Study, PHYS.ORG (Nov. 20, 2018), 
https://phys.org/news/2018-11-twitter-bots-disproportionate-role-misinformation.html. 

 47  Giovanni Luca Ciampaglia & Filippo Menczer, Commentary: People Who Share 
Misinformation Online Rarely Fact-Check, CHANNEL NEWSASIA (July 7, 2018, 4:05 PM), 
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/commentary/sharing-on-social-media-dont-fact-
check-echo-chambers-bias-10454224. 

 48  Peter Dizikes, False News Flies Faster, MIT TECH. REV. (Apr. 25, 2018), 
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/610814/false-news-flies-faster/; Bob Hirshon, 
Spreading False News, AM. ASSOC. FOR ADVANCEMENT SCI., http://sciencenetlinks.com 

/science-news/science-updates/spreading-false-news/ (last visited Sept. 19, 2019).  

 49  Robinson Meyer, The Grim Conclusions of the Largest-Ever Study of Fake News, 
ATLANTIC (Mar. 8, 2018), https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/03/largest-
study-ever-fake-news-mit-twitter/555104/; Soroush Vosoughi et al., The Spread of True and 
False News Online, 359 SCIENCE 1146, 1146 (March 2018).  Note that this is not the retracted 
study on meme quality and viral spread on Facebook.  Xiaoyan Qui et al., Retraction Note: 
Limited Individual Attention and Online Virality of Low-Quality Information, NATURE HUM. 
BEHAV. (2019), https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-018-0507-0. 

 50  Rob Price, Americans Are Now Copying Russia and Making Hundreds of Fake 
Facebook Accounts to Influence Politics, YAHOO FIN. (Oct. 11, 2018), https://finance.yahoo 

.com/news/americans-now-copying-russia-making-183239461.html. 

 51  Lauren Dodds, Facebook: Most Political Trolls Are American, Not Russian, 
TELEGRAPH (Oct. 12, 2018, 12:22 AM), https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2018/10/11/ 

facebook-political-trolls-american-not-russian/. 
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be used by interested domestic political factions.  Of course, the interests of 

foreign and domestic actors may align, with each serving to amplify the 

message.  During the debates concerning the nomination of then-Judge Brett 

Kavanaugh to the U.S. Supreme Court, Russian state media, GOP 

commentators, and Russian social media bots pushed out a consistent pro-

Kavanaugh message.52  That is not to say that conservatives have a monopoly 

on disinformation;53 it appears a similar effort was launched by liberal groups 

in support of Senator Doug Jones.54  The genie is out of the bottle and 

wreaking havoc across the political spectrum.  The domestic adoption of 

these methods also makes stopping them much more difficult.  It is not as 

simple as asking social networks to monitor for international IP addresses or 

other signs of foreign interference.  The calls are coming from inside the 

house. 

C. Firms Reluctant to Intervene Despite Governmental 

Concern and Renewed Russian Meddling 

The House Intelligence Committee acknowledged that Twitter, as well 

as Facebook, was a main dumping ground for false news in the 2016 

election.55  Neither company had an impressive response to the foreign 

 

 52  Julia Davis, The Kremlin’s for Kavanaugh: Russian State Media Back Trump’s 
Supreme Court Nominee, DAILY BEAST (Oct. 5, 2018, 7:36 AM), 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-kremlins-for-kavanaugh-russian-state-media-backs-
trumps-supreme-court-nominee?source=twitter&via=desktop; Max de Haldevang, Russian 
Trolls and Bots Are Flooding Twitter with Ford-Kavanaugh Disinformation, QUARTZ (Oct. 2, 
2018), https://qz.com/1409102/russian-trolls-and-bots-are-flooding-twitter-with-ford-kavana 

ugh-disinformation/; Molly McKew, Brett Kavanaugh and the Information Terrorists Trying 
to Reshape America, WIRED (Oct. 3, 2018), https://www.wired.com/story/information-
terrorists-trying-to-reshape-america/. 

 53  Indeed, false anti-Kavanaugh news also appeared on Twitter.  A viral tweet by the user 
“Alan Covington” falsely alleged that the Wall Street Journal was reporting that “[Rachel] 
Mitchell advised Republicans that to continue questioning Kavanaugh she was required by 
her oath in Arizona to inform Kavanaugh of his rights after he lied to her.”  Carlos Garcia, 
Journalists Made a Damaging Kavanaugh Story Go Viral- but It Was Too Good to Be True, 
BLAZE (Sept. 28, 2018), https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/09/28/journalists-made-a-
damaging-kavanaugh-story-go-viral-but-it-was-too-good-to-be-true.  No such report ever 
existed, as confirmed by WSJ on twitter.  Matt Murray (@murraymatt), TWITTER (Sept. 28, 
2018), https://twitter.com/murraymatt/status/1045713329535307777.  The falsity of the tweet 
was acknowledged by several prominent liberal jurists, such as Professor Laurence Tribe.  
Laurence Tribe (@tribelaw), TWITTER (Sept. 28, 2018, 10:49 AM), https://twitter.com/tribe 

law/status/1045732159477166081. 

 54  Craig Timberg & Tony Romm, Disinformation Campaign Targeting Roy Moore’s 
Senate Bid May Have Violated Law, Alabama Attorney General Says, WASH. POST (Dec. 27, 
2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/12/27/disinformation-campaign-
targeting-roy-moores-senate-bid-may-have-violated-law-alabama-attorney-general-
says/?utm_term=.12bb6e0d9fc7. 

 55  See HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE, REPORT ON RUSSIAN 

ACTIVE MEASURES 32, 33–35 (2018), https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=809811; Kevin 
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disinformation threat.  Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg initially ridiculed 

any suggestion that disinformation on the social network impacted the 

election as a “pretty crazy idea . . . [because voters] make decisions based on 

their lived experience.”56  He later expressed regret for those short-sighted 

remarks.57  Zuckerberg’s lax response was also reflected in Facebook’s 

miniscule estimates of Russian-linked accounts active in the disinformation 

campaign.58 

Twitter had similarly tried to downplay the number of accounts 

employed in the disinformation campaign.59  The firm repeatedly revised 

upward the number of accounts and tweets.60  Twitter initially announced 

201 accounts linked to Russian interference,61 after which Senator Mark 

Warner called Twitter’s presentation to the Senate Intelligence Committee 

“deeply disappointing” and “frankly inadequate on almost every level.”62  

Prior to additional hearings, Twitter announced they discovered 2,200 

accounts tied to the Internet Research Agency along with roughly 36,000 

 

Breuninger, GOP-Led House Intel Committee Ends Its Probe, Says “No Evidence” of Trump-
Russia Collusion, CNBC (Apr. 27, 2018, 9:42 AM), https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/27/hou 

se-intel-panel-releases-final-report-on-russian-election-interference-marking-end-of-its-
politically-charged-probe.html. 

 56  Olivia Solon, Facebook’s Fake News: Mark Zuckerberg Rejects ‘Crazy Idea’ That It 
Swayed Voters, GUARDIAN (Nov. 11, 2016), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016 

/nov/10/facebook-fake-news-us-election-mark-zuckerberg-donald-trump. 

 57  Sam Levin, Mark Zuckerberg: I Regret Ridiculing Fears Over Facebook’s Effect on 
Election, GUARDIAN (Sept. 27, 2017), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/sep/27/ 

mark-zuckerberg-facebook-2016-election-fake-news. 

 58  Sheera Frenkel & Nicholas Confessore, How Facebook’s Top Bosses Denied Its 
Growing Use in Propaganda Campaigns, AUSTL. FIN. REV. (Nov. 16, 2018, 7:52 AM), 
https://www.afr.com/technology/social-media/facebook/how-facebooks-top-bosses-denied-
its-growing-use-in-propaganda-campaigns-20181115-h17ylk; Sheera Frankl et al, Delay, 
Deny and Deflect: How Facebook’s Leaders Fought Through Crisis, N.Y. TIMES (Nov.14, 
2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/14/technology/facebook-data-russia-election-rac 

ism.html. 

 59  April Glaser, Twitter Admits There Were More Than 50,000 Russian Bots Trying to 
Confuse American Voters Before the Election, SLATE (Jan. 19, 2018, 7:53 PM), 
https://slate.com/technology/2018/01/twitter-admits-there-were-more-than-50-000-russian-
bots-confusing-u-s-voters-in-2016.html.   

 60  Jon Swaine, Twitter Admits Far More Russian Bots Posted on Election Than It Had 
Disclosed, GUARDIAN (Jan. 19, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jan/19/ 

twitter-admits-far-more-russian-bots-posted-on-election-than-it-had-disclosed.   

 61  Alex Heath, Twitter Says It Found 201 Accounts Linked to the Same Russian Activity 
on Facebook, BUS. INSIDER AUSTL. (Sept. 29, 2017, 5:49 AM), https://www.businessinsider. 

com.au/twitter-found-201-accounts-linked-to-russian-activity-on-facebook-2017-
9?r=US&IR=T. 

 62  Lauren Gambino, Democrats Rebuke Twitter for “Frankly Inadequate” Response to 
Russian Meddling, GUARDIAN (Sept. 28, 2017), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/20 

17/sep/28/twitter-congress-russian-election-interference. 
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Russian bots;63 however, these figures were later revised to 3,814 and 50,000 

respectively.64 

Instagram, also owned by Facebook, likely had a large impact that the 

firm initially downplayed.  The firm estimated 20 million users viewed 

Russian misinformation, while researchers argued that the number was 

closer to 145 million.65  The case of Instagram is interesting, as 

commentators and analysts have largely ignored the platform in the context 

of Russian interference in spite of the outsized number of engagements 

attributed to the site. 

Though network executives have assured politicians that firms are 

addressing the problem, the response has been underwhelming.  While 

Facebook, which has partnered with various fact-checking groups like 

Politifact, is generally viewed as more effective than Twitter in fighting 

disinformation,66 fake news persists on both platforms in enormous 

quantities.  Outside researchers have been especially critical of Twitter’s 

policies for content and account removal.67  The Knight Foundation68 found 

that the great majority of accounts responsible for spreading false content 

were not removed by Twitter.69 

 

 63  Bots are accounts that autonomously perform actions, like “automatically creat[ing] 
tweets.”  Stefan Wojcik, Five Things to Know About Bots on Twitter, PEW RES. CTR. (Apr. 9, 
2018), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/04/09/5-things-to-know-about-bots-on-
twitter/. 

 64  Tony Romm, Twitter Admits There Were Many More Russian Trolls on Its Site During 
the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election, RECODE (Jan. 19, 2018, 5:34 PM), https://www.recode. 

net/2018/1/19/16911538/twitter-russia-congress-2016-election-trump. 

 65  Alex Pasternack, Instagram Played a Larger Role in Russian Propaganda Than 
Facebook Acknowledged, FAST CO. (Nov. 11, 2017), https://www.fastcompany.com/404936 

77/instagram-russia-secret-weapon. 

 66  Laura Hazard Owen, Facebook’s Attempts to Fight Fake News Seem to Be Working. 
(Twitter’s? Not So Much.), NIEMANLAB (Sept. 21, 2018, 8:30 AM), http://www.niemanlab 

.org/2018/09/facebooks-attempts-to-fight-fake-news-seem-to-be-working-twitters-not-so-
much/. 

 67  Disinformation, ‘Fake News’ and Influence Campaigns on Twitter, KNIGHT FOUND. 
(Oct. 4, 2018), https://www.knightfoundation.org/reports/disinformation-fake-news-and-
influence-campaigns-on-twitter (“Overall, 89 percent of accounts in our fake and conspiracy 
news map remained active as of mid-April 2018. The persistence of so many easily identified 
abusive accounts is difficult to square with any effective crackdown.”); Julian King et al., 
Facebook and Twitter Told Us They Would Tackle ‘Fake News.’  They Failed, GUARDIAN 
(Feb. 28, 2019), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/feb/28/facebook-twitter-
fake-news-eu-elections; see also Nicole Lee, Twitter’s Fake News Problem Is Getting Worse, 
ENGADGET (Feb. 17, 2018), https://www.engadget.com/2018/02/17/twitter-s-fake-news-
problem-is-getting-worse/. 

 68  Zack Whittaker, Thousands of Twitter Accounts That Spread Fake News During the 
2016 Election Are Still Active Today, Say Researchers, TECHCRUNCH (Oct. 10, 2018), 
https://techcrunch.com/2018/10/04/thousands-of-twitter-accounts-that-spread-fake-news-
during-the-2016-election-are-still-active-today-say-researchers/. 

 69  Disinformation, ‘Fake News’ and Influence Campaigns on Twitter, KNIGHT FOUND. 

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/04/09/5-things-to-know-about-bots-on-twitter/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/04/09/5-things-to-know-about-bots-on-twitter/
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These complaints should sound familiar, as victims’ rights activists 

have exhaustively documented Twitter and Facebook’s poor record of 

policing content, especially harassment and threats.70  Even as the networks 

have promised to dedicate additional staff to review this sort of content, 

results have been poor.  All of these failures are unsurprising, as there may 

be nuance in determining when statements cross over into false news, hate 

speech, or actionable harassment, thereby exposing companies to 

accusations of chilling speech and attendant negative publicity. 

Moreover, when companies do attempt to remove untruthful content, 

political actors have accused tech firms71 and fact-checkers of partisan bias.  

For example, when Facebook took down several pages linked to Right Wing 

News with 3.1 million followers for spreading false stories72 about Christine 

Blasey Ford,73 there was an outcry from the right.74  Leading up to and 

immediately after the 2018 midterm elections, tech companies’ supposed 

 

(Oct. 4, 2018), https://www.knightfoundation.org/reports/disinformation-fake-news-and- 

influence-campaigns-on-twitter; Nicole Lee, Twitter’s Fake News Problem Is Getting Worse, 
ENGADGET (Feb. 17, 2018), https://www.engadget.com/2018/02/17/twitter-s-fake-news-prob 

lem-is-getting-worse/. Systematic review of Instagram is ongoing.  

 70  Marcus Gilmer, Twitter Admits It Screwed Up in Not Taking Action Against Bombing 
Suspect’s Tweets, MASHABLE (Oct. 26, 2018), https://mashable.com/article/bomb-suspect-
threatening-tweets-twitter/#jbLbCxOhcsqO; Rochelle Ritchie (@RochelleRitchie), TWITTER 

(Oct. 26, 2018, 10:03 AM), https://twitter.com/RochelleRitchie/status/1055867631461416 

962. 

 71  Cecilia Kang & Sheera Frenkel, Republicans Accuse Twitter of Bias Against 
Conservatives, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 5, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/05/technology 

/lawmakers-facebook-twitter-foreign-influence-hearing.html; Mathew Ingram, Facebook 
and Twitter Still Trying to Convince Conservatives They Aren’t Biased, COLUM. JOURNALISM 

REV. (June 2, 2018), https://www.cjr.org/the_new_gatekeepers/facebook-twitter-bias.php; 
Greg Prince, Is Facebook Biased Against Conservatives? Right Wing News, Other “Fake 
News” Sites Taken Down, NEWSWEEK (Oct. 11, 2018), https://www.newsweek.com/facebook 

-bias-conservatives-fake-news-right-wing-taken-down-1165729. 

 72  Natalie Martinez, Right-Wing Facebook Pages Are Running a Meme Disinformation 
Campaign Targeting Christine Blasey Ford, Deborah Ramirez, and Survivors, MEDIA 

MATTERS FOR AM. (Sept. 27, 2018, 11:50 AM), https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/09/ 

27/right-wing-facebook-pages-are-running-meme-disinformation-campaign-targeting-
christine-blasey-ford/221480; Jason Wilson, How Rightwing Conspiracy Theorists Attacked 
Christine Blasey Ford’s Testimony, GUARDIAN (Oct. 5, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com 

/us-news/2018/oct/05/christine-blasey-ford-rightwing-conspiracy-theorists-burst-your-
bubble. 

 73  Sheera Frenkel, Facebook Tackles Rising Threat: Americans Aping Russian Schemes 
to Deceive, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 11, 2018), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/11/technology/fake-news-online-disinformation.html; 
Kevin Roose, Debunking 5 Viral Rumors About Christine Blasey Ford, Kavanaugh’s 
Accuser, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 19, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/19/us/politics/chris 

tine-blasey-ford-kavanaughs-fact-check.html.  

 74  Shaun Hair & Randy Desoto, Facebook Shuts Down Political Pages: Investigation 
Suggests Leftist Conspiracy, LIFE SITE (Oct. 25, 2018, 12:46 PM), https://www.lifesitenews 

.com/news/facebook-shuts-down-political-pages-investigation-suggests-leftist-conspira. 
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suppression of conservative voices was a consistent theme in right-wing 

media,75 the tweets of President Trump,76 and in the GOP-led Congress.77  

The left also protested the removal of the Resistance.78  Free speech 

advocates were troubled by the pull-downs, demanding greater transparency 

and due process.79 

The continued flood of misinformation, both foreign and domestic, in 

the lead-up to the 2018 elections further evinced the failure to tackle this 

problem.  In response to the 2016 attacks, former FBI Director James Comey 

opined that the Russians are not done meddling: “They’re coming after 

America. . . .  They will be back.”80  The coordinated attack on the 

foundation of American democracy highlighted the existential threat of such 

 

 75  Matthew Boyle, White House to Host Google CEO Amid Cloud of Concerns Over 
Company’s Silencing of Conservatives, BREITBART (Dec. 6, 2018), https://www.breitbart.com 

/politics/2018/12/06/white-house-to-host-google-ceo-amid-cloud-of-concerns-over-
companys-silencing-of-conservatives/; Evie Fordham, Republicans Call for Investigation into 
Google for Considering Burying Conservative Media, DAILY CALLER (Nov. 20, 2018, 3:01 
PM), https://dailycaller.com/2018/11/30/josh-hawley-paul-gosar-google-conservative- 

censorship/; John Samples, Google Is a Tricky Case but Conservatives Please Stay Strong—
Reject the Temptation to Regulate the Internet, FOX NEWS (Dec. 12, 2018), https://www. 

foxnews.com/opinion/google-is-a-tricky-case-but-conservatives-please-stay-strong-reject-
the-temptation-to-regulate-the-internet. 

 76  Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Aug. 28, 2018, 8:02 AM), 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1034456273306243076. 

 77  Google’s Sundar Pichai Explains to Congress Why Searching “Idiot” Results in 
Donald Trump Pictures, ABC (Dec. 12, 2018, 12:48 AM), https://www.abc.net.au/news/ 

2018-12-12/google-ceo-explains-why-searching-idiot-turns-up-trump-pictures/10609468.  

 78  Jessica McBride, ‘Facebook Purge’: List of Some Deleted Accounts on Left & Right, 
HEAVY (Oct. 12, 2018), https://heavy.com/news/2018/10/facebook-purge-list-deleted-accoun 

ts/. 

 79  Adi Robertson, Human Rights Groups Want Facebook to Offer Users “Due Process” 
for Takedowns, VERGE (Nov. 14, 2018, 3:26 PM), https://www.theverge.com/2018/11/14/ 

18095447/facebook-mark-zuckerberg-santa-clara-principles-moderation-open-letter-due-
process-eff-aclu; Rachel Kaser, Digital Rights Groups Demand Facebook Let You Appeal 
Removed Posts, NEXT WEB (Nov. 13, 2018), https://thenextweb.com/facebook/2018/11/13/ 

digital-rights-groups-demand-facebook-let-you-appeal-removed-posts/. 

 80  Politico Staff, Full Text: James Comey Testimony Transcript on Trump and Russia, 
POLITICO (June 8, 2017, 11:14 AM), http://www.politico.com/story/2017/06/08/full-text-
james-comey-trump-russia-testimony-239295 (noting the bipartisan importance of a full 
investigation into Russian electoral meddling “[i]t is not a Republican thing or a democratic 
thing.  It really is an American thing.  They’re going to come for whatever party they choose 
to try and work on behalf of, and they’re not devoted to either, in my experience.  They’re 
just about their own advantage.  They will be back.”); see also, Washington Post Staff, Full 
transcript: FBI Director James Comey Testifies on Russian Interference in 2016 Election, 
WASH. POST (Mar. 20, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2017 

/03/20/full-transcript-fbi-director-james-comey-testifies-on-russian-interference-in-2016-
election; Tony Kevin, Comey Versus Putin, AUSTL. INST. INT’L AFFAIRS (Jun. 9, 2017), 
http://www.internationalaffairs.org.au/australianoutlook/comey-versus-putin/.  
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attacks and the importance of improving social media infrastructure.81  

Analysts similarly expected continued disinformation campaigns in 2018.  

These warnings were prescient. 

In October 2018, the Justice Department indicted Russian nationals 

with conspiracy to defraud the United States for taking part in a scheme to 

spend in excess of $10 million since the beginning of the year on targeted 

social media ads and web postings intended “to sow division and discord in 

the U.S. political system.”82  Systems analysts detected an outsized number 

of social media posts containing links to Russian-controlled media.83  

Defense Secretary Mattis noted that in 2018, Russia “tried again to muck 

around in our elections.”84  To combat this, the United States launched cyber 

countermeasures.85  The threat remains and must be addressed swiftly in light 

of the looming 2020 presidential election. 

D. Real World Consequences to Propaganda Include 

Genocide and Terrorism 

It is understandable that firms might balk at adopting new 

responsibilities in the face of obstacles and continued foreign meddling; 

however, providers’ reluctance to police their own information streams has 

serious real-world consequences.  Beyond a general undermining of the 

democratic process and the nature of truth (that is, hardly minor 

externalities), propaganda is linked to genocide, hate crimes,86 and murder. 

 

 81  James Clapper warned, “An American citizen should be very concerned about a 
foreign government, particularly our primary adversary, interfering with the most important 
foundational process that we have in this country, which is free and fair elections.”  Mallory 
Shelbourne, Clapper: “Aggressiveness” of Russian Interference in Election 
“Unprecedented”, HILL (May 30, 2017, 8:22 AM), https://thehill.com/homenews/news/3355 

75-clapper-aggressiveness-of-russian-interference-in-election-unprecedented. 

 82  Josh Gerstein, U.S. Brings First Charge for Meddling in 2018 Midterm Elections, 
POLITICO (Oct. 19, 2018, 2:32 PM), https://www.politico.com/story/2018/10/19/first-
criminal-case-filed-over-russian-interference-in-2018-midterms-916787.   

 83  Jonathon Morgan & Ryan Fox, Russians Meddling in the Midterms? Here’s the Data, 
N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 6, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/06/opinion/midterm-
elections-russia.html. 

 84  Sophie Tatum et al., Mattis: Putin ‘Tried Again to Muck Around in Our Elections’, 
CNN (Dec. 1 2018), https://edition.cnn.com/2018/12/01/politics/mattis-russia-election-inter 

ference/index.html.  

 85  Barbara Starr, U.S. Launches Cyber Operations Against Russians Meddling in 
Midterms, CNN (Oct. 23, 2018), https://edition.cnn.com/2018/10/23/politics/us-cyber-opera 

tions-russian-meddling/index.html. 

 86  Karsten Müller & Carlo Schwarz, Fanning the Flames of Hate: Social Media and Hate 
Crime (Nov. 30, 2018), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3082972; see 
also Maya Kosoff, Facebook’s Hate-Speech Problem May Be Bigger Than It Realized, 
VANITY FAIR (Aug. 21, 2018), https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/facebooks-hate- 

speech-problem-may-be-bigger-than-it-realized; Tony Romm & Elizabeth Dwoskin, 
Facebook Says It Removed a Flood of Hate Speech, Terrorist Propaganda and Fake Accounts 
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Facebook’s inability to police hate speech from Myanmar military 

officials is likely a primary inciting factor in the Myanmar genocide against 

the country’s Muslim minority Rohingya.87  This included false stories of 

rape perpetrated by Muslim men against Buddhist women,88 a common 

propaganda tactic to demonize minorities and justify genocide.89  The social 

media campaign against the Rohingya should bring to mind similar radio 

campaigns against Tutsis in the lead up to the Rwandan genocide.90 

Stochastic terrorism, in which mass media is used to incite random 

actors to carry out terrorist acts that “are statistically predictable but 

individually unpredictable” also spawns a number of “lone wolf” mass 

murders.91  Robert Bowers, the killer responsible for the massacre of eleven 

people at a Pittsburgh synagogue, was an avid consumer of right-wing 

propaganda and of caravan propaganda in particular.92  Indeed, 2018 was one 

of the worst years for right-wing domestic extremist murders with fifty 

 

from Its Site, WASH. POST (Nov. 16, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/ 

2018/11/15/facebook-says-it-removed-flood-hate-speech-terrorist-propaganda-fake-
accounts-its-site/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.115475b15c13. 

 87  HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL, REPORT OF THE DETAILED FINDINGS OF THE INDEPENDENT 

INTERNATIONAL FACT-FINDING MISSION ON MYANMAR (2018); Libby Hogan & Michael Safi, 
Revealed: Facebook Hate Speech Exploded in Myanmar During Rohingya Crisis, GUARDIAN 

(Apr. 3, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/03/revealed-facebook-hate-
speech-exploded-in-myanmar-during-rohingya-crisis; Paul Mozur, A Genocide Incited on 
Facebook, with Posts from Myanmar’s Military, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 15, 2018), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/15/technology/myanmar-facebook-genocide.html; Steve 
Stecklow, Why Facebook is Losing the War on Hate Speech in Myanmar, REUTERS (Aug. 15, 
2018), https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/myanmar-facebook-hate/. 

 88  See Mozur, supra note 87. 

 89  The archetypical example of this is the Nazi film Jud Süss, with numerous plot points 
focused on Jewish men raping German women.  See JUD SÜSS (Terra Film 1940).  The 
contrapositive approach, in which propaganda encourages rape of minorities, is also observed.  
See, e.g., Human Rights Watch/Africa, Shattered Lives: Sexual Violence During the Rwandan 
Genocide and Its Aftermath (Sept. 1996),  

https://www.hrw.org/reports/1996/Rwanda.htm (discussing Hutu propaganda calling for the 
rape of Tutsi women on the grounds that Tutsi beauty would be used to harm the state).  

 90  Timothy McLaughlin, How Facebook’s Rise Fueled Chaos and Confusion in 
Myanmar, WIRED (July 6, 2018), https://www.wired.com/story/how-facebooks-rise-fueled-
chaos-and-confusion-in-myanmar/. 

 91  See Eyal Press, This Week’s Mail Bombs Are No Surprise, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 25, 2018), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/25/opinion/terrorism-bombs-democrats-deniro-biden-
soros.html (internal quotation marks omitted).   

 92  Jared Keller, To Discuss the Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting, We Have to Discuss 
Trump, PAC. STANDARD (Oct. 29, 2018), https://psmag.com/news/to-discuss-the-pittsburgh-
synagogue-shooting-we-have-to-discuss-trump; Joel Achenbach, A Conspiracy Theory About 
George Soros and a Migrant Caravan Inspired Horror, WASH. POST (Oct. 28, 2018), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/a-conspiracy-theory-about-george-soros-and-a-
migrant-caravan-inspired-horror/2018/10/28/52df587e-dae6-11e8-b732-
3c72cbf131f2_story.html. 
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deaths.93  Of those, thirty-eight were attributable to white supremacists.94  

While a desire to prevent electoral interference is a focal point of social 

media regulation proponents, protection of targeted peoples and curbing 

domestic terrorism are also key concerns. 

E. The Memetic Formula of Fake News: The Misattributed, 

Miscaptioned, Reused Image 

A particularly effective means of capturing user attention and quickly 

conveying information is to pair a photograph with an incendiary statement.  

The presence of a photo lends credibility to the story and allows for easy 

consumption by viewers.95  While eye-popping headlines are costless to 

generate, a photo96 makes an even quicker and more powerful impression.97 

The basic formula of this brand of misinformation is to present a photo 

and assert (or imply) with caption text that the photo represents some 

violation of norms or decency.98  The post will claim that obvious facts are 

ignored by the mainstream media, further undermining confidence in typical 

news sources and emphasizing the need for transmission of the “true” facts 

contained in the post.  The photo should appear genuine and be eye-catching, 

either due to the graphic nature of the post or the extreme ideological 

signaling therein.  A graphic post may show a bloody victim, an act of 

violence, or the sexualization of children.99  An ideological post may show 

an individual dressed as a Nazi100 or a member of the Communist Party in 

 

 93  Murder and Extremism in the United States 2018, ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE, 
https://www.adl.org/media/12472/download (last visited July 17, 2019). 

 94  Id.  

 95  Sheera Frenkel, For Russian “Trolls,” Instagram’s Pictures Can Spread Wider Than 
Words, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 17, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/17/technology/insta 

gram-russian-trolls.html. 

 96  See generally Piotr Winkielman & Yekaterina Gogolushko, Influence of Suboptimally 
and Optimally Presented Affective Pictures and Words on Consumption-Related Behavior, 
FRONTIERS IN PSYCHOL. (Jan. 29, 2018), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC579 

7300/ (finding that emotional images, but not words, influenced subject behavior and did so 
immediately).  However, a photo also provides platforms with a simple way to empower users 
to authenticate and defeat the meme.  An automated copyright filter can easily check the origin 
of these falsely captioned photos. 

 97  Society for Personality and Social Psychology, Even Fact Will Not Change First 
Impressions, SCIENCEDAILY (Feb. 14, 2014), https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/ 

02/140214111207.htm. 

 98  See Part III, infra.  

 99  Dom Phillips, Brazil Battles Fake News “Tsunami” Amid Polarized Presidential 
Election, GUARDIAN (Oct. 10, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/oct/10/brazil-
fake-news-presidential-election-whatsapp-facebook; Anthony Boadle, Facebook’s WhatsApp 
Flooded with Fake News in Brazil Election, REUTERS (Oct. 20, 2018), https://www.reuters. 

com/article/us-brazil-election-whatsapp-explainer/facebooks-whatsapp-flooded-with-fake-
news-in-brazil-election-idUSKCN1MU0UP. 

 100  See, e.g., Stuart Winer, Minister Calls for Probe After Top Politicians Depicted as 
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countries with a deep antipathy to communism.101  Of course, the best images 

include both visceral and ideological appeal: For example, a photo of a 

bloodied police officer demonstrates the lawlessness of a situation and a 

threat to the established order.102 

The misattribution approach offers several advantages when compared 

to other avenues for propaganda.  Misattribution of photos avoids the 

necessity of constructing a fake image103 through editing software such as 

Photoshop, a method that involves some time and skill.  While there are 

several examples of the latter technique today, including a false image of 

President Trump rescuing flood victims104 or of school shooting survivors 

tearing up the Constitution,105 users may react negatively to blatant photo 

manipulation106 if they detect it.107  Those individuals employing the 

misattribution technique can more easily hide their methods or present them 

as accidental than can those who blatantly manipulate photos. 

Misidentification itself also can be used as an excuse to further spread 

 

Nazis, TIMES ISR. (Nov. 30, 2014), https://www.timesofisrael.com/minister-calls-for-probe-
after-top-politicians-depicted-as-nazis/. 

 101  For example, a vice presidential candidate of Brazil was shown in a doctored photo 
with Fidel Castro.  (“[A]n adult Rousseff with Fidel Castro (the photo of Castro is from 1959; 
at the time, Rousseff was only eleven years old). . . .”).  Marc Cho, How WhatsApp Turned 
Brazil’s 2018 Elections Upside-Down: An Autopsy Report, RIOONWATCH (Jan. 4, 2019), 
http://www.rioonwatch.org/?p=48419. 

 102  For a discussion of the visceral reactions attendant to agitation propaganda, see 
Stephen M.E. Marmura, Likely and Unlikely Stories: Conspiracy Theories in an Age of 
Propaganda, 8 INT’L J. OF COMMC’N 2377 (2014).  For a discussion of the importance of 
ideological symbology in propaganda and their enhanced effect, see GARTH S. JOWETT & 

VICTORIA O’DONNELL, PROPAGANDA AND PERSUASION 271–80 (5th ed. 2012). 

 103  Images are widely reused.  See Daniel Funke, New Election, Same Viral Political 
Hoaxes, POYNTER (Nov. 13, 2018), https://www.poynter.org/fact-checking/2018/new-
election-same-viral-political-hoaxes/ (“Straight-up picture reuse is the best-performing 
recurring hoax.”). 

 104  Brad Reed, Trump Supporters Are Sharing a Fake Photo of Him Personally Rescuing 
Hurricane Victims, RAW STORY MEDIA, INC. (Sept. 24, 2018), https://www.rawstory.com/20 

18/09/trump-supporters-sharing-fake-photo-personally-rescuing-hurricane-victims/.   

 105  Gianluca Mezzofiore, No, Emma Gonzalez Did Not Tear up a Photo of the 
Constitution, CNN (Mar. 26, 2018), https://edition.cnn.com/2018/03/26/us/emma-gonzalez-
photo-doctored-trnd/index.html.  

 106  Ashley Collman, “Don’t Try to Drag Other People down with You”: Whoopi 
Goldberg Lashes Out at Roseanne After Disgraced Actress Retweeted Doctored Photo of The 
View Co-Host Wearing a Shirt That Shows Trump Shooting Himself, DAILYMAIL (May 30, 
2018), https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5788477/Whoopi-lashes-Roseanne-retweet 

ing-doctored-photo.html. 

 107  Fortunately, reverse-image searching can aid in the detection of photoshopped images 
by locating the original, undoctored image.  Alicia Prince, This Is How You Can Tell If an 
Image Has Been Photoshopped, LIFEHACK, https://www.lifehack.org/articles/technology/this 

-how-you-can-tell-image-has-been-photoshopped.html (last visited July 22, 2019).  Sophie J. 
Nightingale et al., Can People Identify Original and Manipulated Photos of Real-World 
Scenes?, 2 COGNITIVE RESEARCH: PRINCIPLES AND IMPLICATIONS 30 (July 18, 2017). 
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the image.  The misidentification of a nude photograph as one of 

Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez is a contemporary example of 

this.108  The image is instead of Sydney Leathers, and was posted to a foot 

fetish site on September 25, 2015 (and was further commented on by other 

users on January 11, 2016).109  Though debunked as a false attribution, 

conservative sites chose to further publicize the image with the headline, 

“Here’s the photo some people described as a nude photo of Alexandria 

Ocasio-Cortez,”110 which does not make clear that the image is falsely 

attributed and serves to further disseminate the image.111 

The false photo meme is easy to produce and easy to reuse.  This 

simplicity makes it more appealing to domestic propagandists and foreign 

actors alike.  As explained by Joseph Menn, “Russian accounts have been 

amplifying stories and internet ‘memes’ that initially came from the U.S. far 

left or far right.  Such postings seem more authentic, are harder to identify 

as foreign, and are easier to produce than made-up stories.”112  The method 

is simple, effective, and scalable. 

As a simple demonstration, take the example of Andrew McCabe, the 

former Deputy Director of the FBI.  McCabe announced his retirement from 

the FBI in January 2018 in the face of numerous attacks from right-wing 

 

 108  Samantha Cole, A Fake Nude of Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Was Debunked by Foot 
Fetishists, VICE: MOTHERBOARD (Jan. 7, 2019, 1:06 PM), https://motherboard.vice.com/en 

_us/article/gy774j/a-fake-nude-of-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-was-debunked-by-foot-
fetishists?utm_source=mbtwitter.  

 109  Sydney Leathers, WIKIFEET, https://www.wikifeet.com/Sydney_Leathers (last visited 
July 22, 2019) (photo commented on Jan. 11, 2016). 

 110  Rex Santus, “Completely Disgusting Behavior”: AOC Goes After Daily Caller Over 
Fake Nude Photo Headline, VICE NEWS (Jan. 10, 2019), https://news.vice.com/en_us/article 

/8xpywp/completely-disgusting-behavior-aoc-goes-after-daily-caller-over-fake-nude-photo-
headline. 

 111  The story text notes that this is a false attribution; however, it curiously states that this 
misattribution is the work of “evil pranksters.”  Betsy Rothstein, Anthony Weiner Mistress 
Stands Up for AOC After Evil Internet Trolls Spread Fake Nude Photo, DAILY CALLER (Jan. 
7, 2019), https://dailycaller.com/2019/01/07/fake-nude-ocasio-cortez (note, the headline was 
subsequently changed, “Correction: An earlier version of the headline for this story made an 
inaccurate implication. The story has since been updated for accuracy.”). 

 112  Joseph Menn, Russia Seen Adopting New Tactics in U.S. Election Interference Efforts, 
REUTERS (Nov. 6, 2018), https://www.reuters.com/article/usa-election-russia/russia-seen-
adopting-new-tactics-in-u-s-election-interference-efforts-idUSL2N1XH053. 
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politicians,113 most notably President Trump.114  Commentators immediately 

began circulating posts of McCabe surrounded by officers, insisting that he 

was escorted from the FBI building as a criminal.115  The post was also 

shared and advanced by right-wing media pundits, working for outlets like 

NewsMax.116 

Propaganda: McCabe Police Removal (2018) 

 
 

Nothing asserted regarding McCabe’s supposed FBI removal in the 

accompanying meme captions is true.  A reverse-image search shows that 

the photos are not from 2018; they are Getty Images taken on December 21, 

2017 and show McCabe’s security escort to the Rayburn House Office 

 

 113  See Sam Clench, Donald Trump Lashes Out at FBI and Media Before Christmas, 
NEWS.COM.AU (Dec. 25, 2017, 11:58 AM), https://www.news.com.au/finance/work/leaders 

/donald-trump-lashes-out-at-fbi-and-media-before-christmas/news-
story/4ef0a4d9a7f9a335382acf92771b14d7; Gregory Korte, F.B.I. Deputy Director Andrew 
McCabe to Retire Next Year Following Trump, GOP Criticism, USA TODAY (Dec. 23, 2017, 
8:11 PM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2017/12/23/trump-attacks-fbi-
officials-amid-reports-personnel-changes/979232001/.  

 114  Greg Price, All the Times Trump Attacked Andrew McCabe Before F.B.I. Deputy 
Director Stepped Down, NEWSWEEK (Jan. 29, 2018, 1:19 PM), https://www.newsweek.com/ 

trump-mccabe-attacks-twitter-fbi-stepdown-794233; Adam Goldman & Matt Apuzzo, 
Taunted by Trump and Pressured from Above, McCabe Steps Down as F.B.I. Deputy, N.Y. 
TIMES (Jan. 29, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/29/us/politics/andrew-mccabe-
fbi.html.  McCabe was subsequently fired by then Attorney General Sessions in March 2018, 
a move widely decried as a means to deny McCabe a pension.  Debbie Lord, Why Was Andrew 
McCabe Fired? What We Know Now, AJC (Mar. 19, 2018), https://www.ajc.com/news/nat 

ional/why-was-andrew-mccabe-fired-what-know-now/IYA33cIgoveefWOycjvcDP/. 

 115  Jhpranchdiva (@thegoreedetail), TWITTER (Jan. 31, 2018, 5:36 AM), https://twitter. 

com/thegoreedetail/status/958695584801611777/photo/1; Thomas P. Kennedy, III 
(@ThomasPKennedy3), TWITTER (Jan. 29, 2018, 5:44 PM), https://twitter.com/ThomasPKen 

nedy3/status/958153870169071617/photo/1; [intheMatrixxx] (@intheMatrixxx), TWITTER 

(Jan. 31, 2018, 6:34 AM), https://twitter.com/inthematrixxx/status/958710080152719362?l 

ang=da. 

 116  James Hirsen (@thejimjams), TWITTER (Feb. 1, 2018, 2:45 AM), 
https://twitter.com/thejimjams/status/959014954933272576/photo/1. 
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Building to give testimony to the House Intelligence Committee.117  The 

effort needed to craft this sort of post is minimal; simply frame a genuine 

photo to fit a false narrative. 

Source Image (2017) 

 

II. THE LAW AND SCIENCE BEHIND VISUAL PROPAGANDA 

The effectiveness of visual propaganda is intuitive.  Indeed, the impact 

of images is taken as a given in phrases such as “a picture is worth a thousand 

words.”  The law recognizes the potency and cultural necessity of visual 

images through doctrines such as those surrounding photographic evidence 

and the Visual Artists Rights Act (VARA).  The law repeatedly signals that 

images deserve both extra protection and oversight.  This approach is borne 

out by scientific examination.  Psychological and neurological studies 

demonstrate that visual propaganda is a perniciously useful tool in arousing 

hatred and unreasoned emotional response in vulnerable individuals. 

A. Legal Recognition of the Power of Visuals 

The law is replete with references to the power of photographs to 

influence and impact the viewer.  In the realm of criminal law, the power of 

photographic evidence has inspired jurists to both elevate photographs as 

visual truths and develop doctrines to screen jurors from deceptive or 

prejudicial photographs.  Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. famously described 

photography as “a mirror with a memory,” a formulation that posits 

photographs as perfect memories.118  The use of such memories in the 

 

 117  Chip Somodevilla, Deputy F.B.I. Director Andrew McCabe Interviewed by House 
Judiciary Committee, GETTY IMAGES NEWS (Dec. 21, 2017), https://www.gettyimages.com. 

au/detail/news-photo/federal-bureau-of-investigation-deputy-director-andrew-news-
photo/896622120 (“WASHINGTON, DC—DECEMBER 21: Federal Bureau of 
Investigation Deputy Director Andrew McCabe (C) is escorted by U.S. Capitol Police before 
a meeting with members of the Oversight and Government Reform and Judiciary committees 
in the Rayburn House Office Building December 21, 2017 in Washington, DC. McCabe 
testified before the House Intelligence Committee for ten hours on Tuesday.”). 

 118  Olga Shevchenko, “The mirror with a memory”: Placing Photography In Memory 
Studies, in ROUTLEDGE INTERNATIONAL HANDBOOK OF MEMORY STUDIES 272, 272 (Anna Lisa 
Tota & Trever Hagen eds., 2015) 
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courtroom is exceptionally powerful, with early judges and lawyers 

regarding photographs as “the ultimate witness[es].”119 

The power of photographic evidence is demonstrated in the “silent 

witness” doctrine, which allows photographs to “speak for themselves.”120  

As courts treat photographs as illustrative evidence, photos often serve in 

place of witness testimony.  The Chief Librarian for the North Carolina 

Supreme Court most clearly expressed this view in 1946: 

[W]hile a competent, verified photograph has, at times, been 
limited to the doubtful status that it may be used only to “illustrate 
testimony” . . . .  We have drifted into this strange anomaly in our 
law by losing sight of this significant fact: [P]hotographs may, 
under proper safeguards, not only be used to illustrate testimony, 
but also as photographic or silent witnesses who speak for 
themselves.121 

Surveillance images, for example, may be introduced and authenticated, 

even absent an eyewitness with firsthand knowledge.122 

Videos have been treated in much the same way.  The Supreme Court 

in Scott v. Harris famously viewed videotape of a high-speed car chase as 

dispositive of reality.123  The issue before the Court was whether a high-

speed chase, which resulted in a crash paralyzing the fleeing motorist, was 

excessive force in violation of the motorist’s Fourth Amendment rights.124  

The Court relied almost entirely on the videotape to reverse an Eleventh 

Circuit decision allowing the argument to make its way to a jury.125  

“Respondent’s version of events is so utterly discredited by the record that 

no reasonable jury could have believed him.  The Court of Appeals should 

not have relied on such visible fiction; it should have viewed the facts in the 

light depicted by the videotape.”126  Justice Breyer, writing in concurrence, 

similarly flagged the importance of the video, stating “[b]ecause watching 

the video footage of the car chase made a difference to my own view of the 

case, I suggest that the interested reader take advantage of the link in the 

Court’s opinion . . . and watch it.”127 

 

 119  Jennifer L. Mnookin, The Image of Truth: Photographic Evidence and the Power of 
Analogy, 10 YALE J.L. & HUMAN. 1, 18 (1998).   

 120  Tal Golan, The Emergence of the Silent Witness: The Legal and Medical Reception of 
X-rays in the U.S.A., 34 SOC. STUD. OF SCI. 469, 490 (2004) (quoting Dillard S. Gardner, The 
Camera Goes to Court, 24 N.C. L. REV. 233, 244–45 (1946)). 

 121  Id.  

 122  See United States v. Harris, 55 M.J. 433, 438 (C.A.A.F. 2001); People v. Mister, 27 
N.E.3d 97, 111 (Ill. App. Ct. 2015). 

 123  550 U.S. 372, 380–81 (2007).  

 124  Id. at 372–74.  

 125  Id. at 380–81.  

 126  Id.  

 127  Id. at 387.  
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Courts have also recognized the empathetic impact of gruesome 

photographs on the jury.  In studies of mock prosecutions for homicide, 

gruesome photographs greatly increase the inculpatory weight of all 

available evidence.128  Gruesome verbal descriptions, in contrast, have no 

marked effect.129  Visual evidence elicits a greater emotional response in 

jurors and triggers a higher punitive action against the defendant.130  It is for 

this very reason that prosecutors attempt to introduce such photos while 

defense counsel attempts to prevent publication to the jury by arguing that 

the prejudicial effect outweighs the probative value under Federal Rule 403 

or the equivalent state rule.131 

State legislatures similarly understand that juries are swayed by 

photographs of victims, even when those photographs depict the victim 

before the crime occurred.132  Tennessee133 thus enacted the Victim Life 

Photo Act, which reads: “In a prosecution for any criminal homicide, an 

appropriate photograph of the victim while alive shall be admissible 

evidence when offered by the district attorney general to show the general 

appearance and condition of the victim while alive.”134  Surely, there is little 

probative value of such a photograph, save for the rare occasion when the 

 

 128  See David A. Bright & Jane Goodman-Delahunty, Gruesome Evidence and Emotion: 
Anger, Blame and Jury Decision-Making, 30 L.& HUM. BEHAV. 183, 183 (2006) (Austl.).  

 129  Id. 

 130  Rebecca Hofstein et al., Impact of Gruesome Photographic Evidence on Legal 
Decisions: A Meta-Analysis, 25 PSYCHIATRY, PSYCHOL. AND L. 503–521, 511–13 (showing 
significant impact of gruesome photos in meta-analysis of various studies).  

 131  See generally Jules Epstein & Suzanne Mannes, Gruesome Evidence, Science and 
Rule 403, NAT’L JUD. COLL. (Mar. 17, 2016), https://www.judges.org/gruesome-evidence-
science-and-rule-403/. 

 132  See Susanna Rychlak, I See Dead People: Examining the Admissibility of Living-
Victim Photographs in Murder Trials, 69 VAND. L. REV. 1423, 1425 (2016).  

 133  “Living victim” laws are found in Tennessee, Oklahoma, Oregon, and Utah.  See 
Rychlak, supra note 132, at 1430 n.41 (citations omitted).  “[Pursuant to 12 OKLA. STAT. ANN. 
§ 2403 (2018),] [a]lthough relevant, evidence may be excluded if its probative value is 
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice . . . However, in a prosecution for 
any criminal homicide, an appropriate photograph of the victim while alive shall be 
admissible evidence when offered by the district attorney to show the general appearance and 
condition of the victim while alive. . . . [Pursuant to OR. REV. STAT. ANN. § 41.415 (1987), in] 
a prosecution for any criminal homicide, a photograph of the victim while alive shall be 
admissible evidence when offered by the district attorney to show the general appearance and 
condition of the victim while alive. . . . [Pursuant to UT. STAT. ANN. § 77-38-9(7) (2014),] [i]n 
any homicide prosecution, the prosecution may introduce a photograph of the victim taken 
before the homicide to establish that the victim was a human being, the identity of the victim, 
and for other relevant purposes.”  Id. (citations and internal quotation marks omitted); see also 
State ex rel. Carlile v. Frost, 956 P.2d 202, 208 (Or. 1998) (“[Section 41.415], in effect, 
declares the [victim] photographs to be relevant and not subject to balancing under OEC 
403.”) (alteration added) (quoting State v. Williams, 828 P.2d 1006, 1013 (Or. 1992) (en 
banc)). 

 134  TENN. CODE ANN. § 40-38-103(c) (2018). 
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identity of the corpse is in doubt.  Instead, prosecutors use such photos to 

“elicit emotions of bias, sympathy . . . [and] retribution” in the jury.135 

The power of images is obvious, such that judges in states without 

“living victim” laws are wary of admitting such images.  “The horror of the 

homicide can be equally evoked with a photo of a victim who is a beautiful 

baby as it can be with gruesome death pictures.  The emotional effect is as 

potentially damaging.”136  It is for this reason that Justice Souter, writing in 

concurrence in Carey v. Musladin,137 noted the danger of allowing court 

spectators to wear photos of victims: 

[S]pectators at a criminal trial . . . wear[ing] visible buttons with 
the victim’s photo can raise a risk of improper considerations.  The 
display is no part of evidence going to guilt or innocence, and the 
buttons are at once an appeal for sympathy for the victim (and 
perhaps for those who wear the buttons) . . . .138 

B. Legal Recognition of the Moral Rights of Visual Artists 

The power of visual images is also reflected in the extra protections the 

law affords visual artists.  While writings and visual art both receive 

protection under the Copyright Act of 1976, visual artists receive additional 

moral rights protections under The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990, 

“VARA.”139  These rights encompass the non-economic and personal rights 

of the artist, even if the copyright of the image has transferred to another 

party.140  VARA, which protects “paintings, drawings, prints, sculptures, or 

photographs produced for exhibition purposes” that exist in a single copy or 

limited edition of 200 copies or fewer,141 implicates three categories of 

 

 135  State v. Collins, 986 S.W.2d 13, 20 (Tenn. Crim. App. 1998) (internal quotation marks 
omitted).  

 136  Franks v. State, 636 P.2d 361, 366 (Okla. Crim. App. 1981); cf. Commonwealth v. 
Rivers, 644 A.2d 710, 716 (Pa. 1994) (“This photograph was introduced for the purpose of 
engendering sympathy for the victim with the intent of creating an atmosphere of prejudice 
against the defendant.”). 

 137  549 U.S. 70 (2006).  

 138  Id. at 82–83 (Souter, J., concurring).  

 139  Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990, 17 U.S.C. § 106A (2018). 

 140  Id. § 106A(b) (“Scope and Exercise of Rights—Only the author of a work of visual 
art has the rights conferred by subsection (a) in that work, whether or not the author is the 
copyright owner.”). 

 141  17 U.S.C. § 101 (2018). A “work of visual art” is— 

 
(1) a painting, drawing, print, or sculpture, existing in a single copy, in a 
limited edition of 200 copies or fewer that are signed and consecutively 
numbered by the author, or, in the case of a sculpture, in multiple cast, carved, 
or fabricated sculptures of 200 or fewer that are consecutively numbered by 
the author and bear the signature or other identifying mark of the author; or 
(2) a still photographic image produced for exhibition purposes only, existing 
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rights: the right of integrity;142 the right of attribution;143 and the right to 

prevent destruction.144  While VARA would not apply to works-for-hire and 

likely not apply to the electronic embodiment of images and thus would not 

reach the images misused in visual propaganda at issue here, the existence 

of the statute recognizes the strong impact of visual art and its corresponding 

cultural importance.  The legislative record notes that “it is paramount to the 

integrity of our culture that we preserve the integrity of our artworks as 

expressions of the creativity of the artist. . . . Any distortion of such works is 

automatically a distortion of the artists’ reputation and cheats the public of 

an accurate account of the culture of our time.”145  Moreover, VARA reflects 

the societal norm of attribution146 and a corresponding willingness to take 

necessary steps to prevent deliberate misattribution. 

C. Psychology of Visual Propaganda: Framing and Auto-

Persuasion 

The effectiveness of propaganda has been the subject of study for over 

seventy years, with concerted focus on the methods of recruitment during the 

Second World War.147  The cornerstone of effective propaganda is message 

simplification; that is, to impart a simple argument supportive of the overall 

cause.148  The goal is not to holistically or accurately address 

counterarguments.  Indeed, early attempts at Nazi leaflet propaganda 

attempted to win over converts through point-by-point debate; these efforts 

failed.149  A key feature of propaganda is repetition, such that audiences can 

immediately decode and consume constructs and symbols.150  In this way, 

meme-based propaganda is the logical evolution of visual propaganda—hard 

hitting, easy to produce, and oddly persuasive. 

 

in a single copy that is signed by the author, or in a limited edition of 200 
copies or fewer that are signed and consecutively numbered by the author. 

 142  This prevents “any intentional distortion, mutilation, or other modification of an 
author’s work of visual art that would be prejudicial to the artist’s honor or reputation.”  Flack 
v. Friends of Queen Catherine Inc., 139 F. Supp. 2d 526, 531 (S.D.N.Y. 2001). 

 143  This protects the author’s right to control the attribution of their own work.  Id. 

 144  Id.  

 145  H. R. REP. NO. 101-514, at 6 (1990), reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6915. 

 146  See also Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1051–1141 (2018).  

 147  See, e.g., Paul Kecskemeti & Nathan Leites, Some Psychological Hypotheses on Nazi 
Germany: II, 27 J. SOC. PSYCHOL. 91, 115 (1948).  

 148  See PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, US ARMY 159–63 (1962) (outlining propaganda 
techniques such as generalization and simplification as means of making messages soothing 
and easily understood).  

 149  Tom Bryder, Conceptual Elements for a Theory of Visual Political Propaganda, 37 
PSICOLOGÍA POLÍTICA 101, 113 (2008) (Spain).   

 150  See id.; PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, supra note 148, at 215 (noting importance of 
repetition in audio propaganda).  
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The impact of visual propaganda is dependent on four mechanisms: 

priming; source credibility; attention capture; and emotional control.  A brief 

review of these mechanisms shows the power of visual propaganda and the 

unique advantages of misattributed photos. 

1. Priming151 

Humans can more easily and quickly understand images if we have 

previously been exposed to those images152 and if we are told what we will 

see.  The more familiar the stimulus, the faster it “clicks” and the stronger 

the impact.153  Thus, an ambiguous image becomes a definite image if the 

audience is primed to recall a known image.154  Visual propaganda, therefore, 

succeeds both by repetition of motifs (e.g., enemies as despised animals, 

patriotic armies as defenders of justice) and simplifying captions that typify 

the scene.155  Simplifying towards a black-and-white scenario eliminates 

nuanced perceptions, in part because viewers are not primed to see grey.156  

Thus, when politicians describe the migrant caravan as “violent predators” 

invading our border,157 viewers are primed to see pictures of the caravan as 

 

 151  Bryder, supra note 149, at 112. 

 152  Isabel Gauthier, Visual Priming: The Ups and Downs of Familiarity, 10 
SCIENCEDIRECT 753, 753 (2000).  

 153  See David Monger, Familiarity Breeds Consent? Patriotic Rituals in British First 
World War Propaganda, 26 TWENTIETH CENTURY BRITISH HISTORY 501, 501 (Dec. 2015) 
(discussing importance of repetition in propaganda used by British in WWI); Ali Saeedi & 
Ehsan Arbabi, Effects of Images with Different Levels of Familiarity on EEG (2017), https:// 

arxiv.org/abs/1710.04462 (noting that familiar images registered differently than unfamiliar 
images in brain studies); Nazi propagandists understood the power of repetition well, with 
Goebbels noting “it would not be impossible with sufficient repetition . . .  that the square is 
in fact a circle.”  Shane Croucher, These Joseph Goebbels Quotes Sound a Lot Like Donald 
Trump’s Media Strategy, INT’S BUS. TIMES (Jan. 31, 2017), https://www.ibtimes.co.uk/these-
joseph-goebbels-quotes-sound-lot-like-donald-trumps-media-strategy-1603865.  Repetition 
also helps with credibility. Emily Dreyfuss, Want to Make a Lie Seem True? Say It Again.  
And Again.  And Again, WIRED (Feb. 11, 2017), https://www.wired.com/2017/02/dont-
believe-lies-just-people-repeat/. 

 154  See, e.g., Clive Warren & John Morton, The Effects of Priming on Picture Recognition, 
73 BRITISH J.  PSYCHOL. 117, 117 (March 1982) (showing that prior presentation of an image 
or related image facilitates future recognition of like images).  

 155  Visual propaganda during wartime typically creates metaphors of “enemy-as-
barbarian, enemy-as-rapist, enemy-as-animal, enemy-as-enemy-of-God, and enemy-as-
death.”  See William B. Hart II & Fran Hassencahl, Metaphor and War, in BRING ‘EM ON: 
MEDIA AND POLITICS IN THE IRAQ WAR 86, 87, 91 (Yahya R. Kamalipour ed., 2004). 

 156  Tom Bryder, Conceptual Elements for a Theory of Visual Political Propaganda, 37 
PSICOLOGÍA POLÍTICA 101, 113 (2008) (Spain).   

 157  ROGER W. COBB & CHARLES D. ELDER, THE POLITICAL USES OF SYMBOLS 29, 113 
(1983) (noting the impact of “condensation symbols” to articulate governmental demands); 
Henry Giroux, Trump’s Fascist Efforts to Demolish Democracy, CONVERSATION (Nov. 25, 
2018, 12:23 PM), https://theconversation.com/trumps-fascist-efforts-to-demolish-democracy 

-106247. 
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violent and relate those images to other images of invasion and war. 

2. Source Credibility158 

Propagandists attempt to woo their audience by establishing themselves 

as the preferred source of information.  In the context of “patriotic” 

audiences, this may take the form of national accreditation with prominent 

endorsing badges.159  Thus, an Army recruitment poster will have large 

branding associated with the national government.160  A link to the 

establishment is not required, however, as propaganda may insist on its 

veracity by pointing out the lack of coverage offered by other established 

news sources.  Source credibility can be established by giving the audience 

excuses to perceive images as real, undoctored, or unfiltered.161 

3. Attention Capture162 

Propagandists attempt to deliver an engaging message that invites their 

audience to continue the persuasion process themselves.  Thus, an image 

should have high salience to viewers while simultaneously offering the 

viewer an appealing, self-congratulatory reason for believing the message 

presented.163  An image may be a dramatic scene of violence or triumph over 

evil (a categorization that clearly applies to the enemy).164  Moreover, it may 

suggest the viewer is racially superior, destined for greatness, or simply more 

clever than other individuals.165  Misattributed photos typically offer the 

credulous viewer the reward of being part of an exclusive club that is not 

 

 158  Bryder, supra note 149, at 114. 

 159  In the case of the Rwandan genocide, Prime Minister Jean Kambanda called a key 
propaganda disseminating radio station (Radio Télévision Libre des Mille Collines) and 
announced that they were “one of the key weapons in the war.”  Mary Kimani, RTLM: The 
Medium That Became a Tool for Mass Murder, in THE MEDIA AND THE RWANDA GENOCIDE 

110, 113 (Allan Thompson ed., 2007).  Similarly, President Trump has retweeted posts from 
hate speech outlets.  Anthony Zurcher, Donald Trump Retweets Far-Right Group’s Anti-
Muslim Videos, BBC NEWS (Nov. 29, 2017), https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-
42166663.  

 160  See, e.g., “I Want You!” Recruitment Poster, SMITHSONIAN, https://amhistory.si.edu/ 

militaryhistory/collection/object.asp?ID=548 (last visited Sept. 14, 2019). 

 161  See, e.g., JH Choi, JH Watt, & M Lynch, Perceptions of News Credibility About the 
War in Iraq: Why War Opponents Perceived the Internet as the Most Credible Medium, 12 J. 
OF COMPUTER-MEDIATED COMMUNICATION 209, 210, 213 (Oct. 2006) (noting that use of live 
images was critical to establishing media credibility in war reporting).  

 162  Bryder, supra note 149, at 112. 

 163  Bryder, supra note 149, at 109 (noting feelings of superiority attendant to successful 
propaganda).   

 164  See WILLIAM B. HART II & FRAN HASSENCAHL, supra note 155.   

 165  Bryder, supra note 149, at 109 (noting feelings of superiority attendant to successful 
propaganda). 
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easily duped by other, more mainstream avenues.166  A viewer is in 

possession of a rare truth that is not shared by the news media and is, in fact, 

actively obfuscated.  Therefore, the viewer engages in self-praise by simply 

believing the image and selflessness by sharing the image with many other 

people.167 

4. Emotional Control168 

Effective propaganda controls the emotional state of viewers by first 

arousing the desired emotion and then offering the viewer a preferred way 

of responding to that emotion.  In 1943, Nazi propaganda evoked fear of 

Bolshevik deprivation and urged viewers to relieve that tension by 

supporting a stalwart home defense led by German soldiers.  In 2018, 

propaganda concerning the migrant caravan evoked fear of disease and 

rapacious violence, while noting that the President would prevent the 

invasion through the creation of a wall or the deployment of soldiers. 

 

    169 

It is important to realize that each of these steps is reinforced through 

repetition— an oft presented image will be more familiar and evoke stronger 

feelings.  Memes establish a visual lexicon, with shortcuts to emotional 

 

 166  See supra Part III.  

 167  Bryder, supra note 149, at 111–12.  

 168  Id. at 114.  

 169  These posters can be understood, respectively, as: Victory or Bolshevism, Vinnytsia 
(in relation to the Vinnytsia massacre perpetrated by the Soviet secret police, the NKVD), 
Front Against the Bolsheviks, and Europe Has Prepared (to fight against Bolshevism). Large 
Set of Propagandistic Anti-Soviet Posters (1920-1980), AVAX NEWS, http://avax.news/edu 

cative/large_set_of_propagandistic_anti-soviet_posters_1920_-_1980.html (last visited Sept. 
14, 2019). 
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response displacing in-depth argument.  These shortcuts, in turn, create a 

logical automaticity that comports with the philosophical underpinnings of 

propaganda. 

D. Philosophy of Meme-Based Propaganda: Epistemic 

Endosmosis 

Scholar Hamid Dabashi outlined the modern philosophical 

underpinnings of targeted propaganda, as exemplified by the framing of the 

Middle East in the decade after the 9/11 World Trade Center attacks.170  

While previous views of propaganda centered on controlling ignorant or 

illiterate members of the populace with simplistic Manichean narratives,171 

Dabashi’s innovation is recognizing that power is also enhanced by 

disseminating bad information to a thinking, literate body.172  That is not to 

say that propaganda seeks to create a coherent body of knowledge; instead, 

the goal is to provide single-purpose narratives that can be consumed to 

induce a specific response to a specific event.173  Thus, the goal is to provide 

enough information for members of the populace to feel that they are making 

informed decisions, when in fact they are being manipulated. 

Both propaganda philosophies marry perfectly with the distribution 

networks within social media.  An individual persuaded by propaganda will 

want—indeed he or she may consider it a duty—to share his or her latest 

discovery, as well as the appropriate decision to be reached, with other 

individuals (e.g., we are under attack so we must defend ourselves).  Having 

shared the information, the sharer will be invested in the false narrative and 

continue to self-persuade in the face of new information.  In this way, a 

 

 170  HAMID DABASHI, POST-ORIENTALISM: KNOWLEDGE AND POWER IN TIME OF TERROR 
220 (1st ed. 2009). 

 171  See, e.g., Adolf Hitler specifically addresses this point in Mein Kampf, noting that 
propaganda should be “always and exclusively to the masses” rather than the “scientifically 
trained intelligentsia” because “to influence a whole people, we must avoid excessive 
intellectual demands on our public, and too much caution cannot be exerted in this direction.”  
ADOLF HITLER, MEIN KAMPF 179–80 (Ralph Manheim trans., Houghton Mifflin Co. 1st ed. 
1943). 

 172  DABASHI, supra note 170, at 222–23. 

 173  See Dabashi, supra note 170, at 213 (This is most eloquently summed up by Hamid’s 
comparison of disposable knowledge, or fast-knowledge, to fast food:  

This epistemic endosmosis—interested knowledge manufactured in think 
tanks and percolating into the public domain—I propose is conducive to 
various manners of disposable knowledge production—predicated on no 
enduring or legitimate epistêmê, but in fact modeled on non-refundable 
commodities that provide instant gratification and are then disposed of after 
one use only.  This is fast-knowledge produced on the model of fast food, with 
plastic cups, plastic knives, plastic forks, and hopefully biodegradable paper 
that can be recycled for environmental purposes.);  

see HAMID DABASHI, CAN NON-EUROPEANS THINK? 18 (2015).   
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message accrues credibility while it permeates a peer group, with each peer 

joining a chorus of newly-crafted “experts.” 

E. Science of Visual Impressions: Memorable and Emotional 

Neurological processes lend further support to the psychological 

underpinnings of visual propaganda.  While a complete review of medical 

literature is outside the scope of this Article, this section provides a helpful 

overview of the science relating to the differential power of images and 

words. 

Images are a superior means for driving perception and forming 

memories.  For the last four decades, research has consistently shown that 

subjects are more likely to remember pictures than words.  For example, 

subjects may use photo references to prevent false recall174 and to speed 

memory retrieval.175  Subjects become familiar with an image more easily 

than they do a word, and this familiarity allows for better recollection and 

processing.  In turn, words may assist viewers in resolving ambiguous 

images.176 

Visuals also assist with the memory of words and slogans.  Anderson 

and Bower showed that memory of verbal information was enhanced when 

a visual was paired with words.177  This result supports dual-coding theory,178 

which posits that verbal and visual information are processed by different 

channels and each channel has its own weaknesses.  But images may be 

recalled through either cue (the image itself or the verbal cue for the image), 

whereas words are recalled only through the lingual cue.179  Paivio found that 

when subjects where shown pictures and words, they could recall the words 

best in sequence while pictures were best recalled in any order .180  This 

shows that text can be an optimal delivery device for chronologies and other 

sequenced information, whereas visuals can be information-rich even if 

shown out of order or divorced from context.  Images also have a capability 

to be inherently distinctive and thus more easily recalled. 

Pictures also have an intense ability to engender emotional responses.  

 

 174  Lana Israel & Daniel L. Schacter, Pictorial Encoding Reduces False Recognition of 
Semantic Associates, 4 PSYCHONOMIC BULL. & REV. 577, 577 (1997).   

 175  William G. K. Robb & Michael D. Rugg, Electrophysiological Dissociation of 
Retrieval Orientation and Retrieval Effort, 9 PSYCHONOMIC BULL. & REV. 583, 587 (2002).  

 176  Richard L Gregory, Knowledge in Perception and Illusion, 352 PHIL. TRANSACTIONS 

OF THE ROYAL SOC’Y B. 1121, 1123 (1997) (U.K.). 

 177  See generally J.R. ANDERSON & G. H. BOWER, HUMAN ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY (1st ed. 
1973).   

 178  A. PAIVIO, MENTAL REPRESENTATIONS: A DUAL CODING APPROACH, 53–54 (1st ed. 
1986).   

 179  Id.  

 180  A. PAIVIO, IMAGERY AND VERBAL PROCESSES 37 (Psychology Press 2013). 
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Neuroscientific studies have repeatedly found that images depicting 

suffering elicit empathy in viewers, though it is unclear if this is due181 to 

mirror neurons182 or alternate cognitive processes.183  Propagandists have 

long understood the double-edged nature of this phenomenon and deployed 

selective visuals as a result: Atrocities perpetrated by the enemy are 

highlighted in film, while atrocities perpetrated against the enemy are 

discounted in text.184 

III. MISATTRIBUTED PHOTOS AND VISUAL PROPAGANDA AGAINST 

THE OCTOBER 2018 MIGRANT CARAVAN 

In the final weeks of the 2018 midterm campaign, the 

GOP turnout effort increasingly focused on a caravan of migrant asylum-

seekers making their way to the United States’ southern border from 

Honduras.185  To emphasize the danger posed to the United States, an intense 

misinformation campaign centered on misattributed images began.  

Conservative Politicians and right-leaning media pushed out numerous false 

 

 181  Brandon A. Ally & Andrew E. Budson, The Worth of Pictures: Using High Density 
Event-Related Potentials to Understand the Memorial Power of Pictures and the Dynamics 
of Recognition Memory, 35 NEUROIMAGE 378, 380 (2007).  

 182  Alexandra B. Roginsky & Alexander Tsesis, Hate Speech, Volition, and Neurology, J. 
L. BIOSCI. 174, 176 (2016). 

 183  G. D. Schott, Pictures of Pain: Their Contribution to the Neuroscience of Empathy, 
138 BRAIN 812, 812 (2015). 

 184  It is unsurprising that newsreels produced during WWII do not focus on alleged crimes 
by the Allies, for example.  Larry Jewell, World War II in Newsreels, HYPERWAR FOUND., 
http://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/Newsreels/ (last visited Sept. 14, 2019).  Files on rapes 
committed by American soldiers in liberated France were not released until 2006.  David 
Wilson, The Secret War, THE GUARDIAN (Mar. 27, 2007), https://www.theguardian.com/com 

mentisfree/2007/mar/27/thesecretwar.  In contrast, the aftermath of Japanese attacks were 
well covered.  The News Parade World War II in China, https://archive.org/details/73992The 

NewsParadeWarInChina (last visited Sept. 14, 2019).  For a greater discussion of atrocity 
propaganda, see Paul Morrow, A Theory of Atrocity Propaganda, 9 HUMANITY J. 45, 46 
(2018). 
185   Ashley Parker et al., Trump and Republicans Settle on Fear and Falsehoods as a Midterm 
Strategy, CHICAGO TRIBUNE (Oct. 22, 2018, 7:55 PM), https://www.chicagotribune.com/new 

s/nationworld/politics/ct-trump-republicans-midterms-20181022-story.html.  Numerous 
commentators pointed out that this strategy backfired.  Tyler Moran & 
Nick Gourevitch, Republicans Embraced Trump’s Immigration Scare Tactics and Paid a 
High Political Price, USA TODAY (Dec. 4, 2018), https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion 

/2018/12/04/trump-immigration-scare-tactics-backfired-republicans-column/2142965002/. 

But the apparent poor reception of the message should not distract from the importance of 
documenting the propaganda that conveyed the message.  Indeed, the media has been 
criticized for repeating patently false accusations and statements.  See Derek 
Thompson, Trump’s Lies Are a Virus, and News Organizations Are the Host, THE ATLANTIC 
(Nov. 19, 2018), https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/11/should-media-repeat-
trumps-lies/576148/. 
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narratives about the caravan,186 while right wing Twitter posters circulated 

numerous misattributed images, copied and described in detail below.  There 

are numerous examples of misattributed image propaganda deployed during 

this time.  Phil Howard of Oxford University’s Computational Propaganda 

Project noted that this event had high salience for peddlers of false news: 

“Social media is awash with pictures that portray an angry mob heading for 

the US border . . . This kind of event is easy for junk news outlets to turn into 

a sensational news story.”187 

Although previous studies have focused on the different networks and 

diffusion paths for the spread of targeted propaganda, it is also vital to 

analyze the methods employed in the propaganda itself.  This analysis can 

reveal avenues for response and prevention.  To that end, this section will 

document and analyze misattributed photos used in this particular 

disinformation campaign related to four common propaganda themes 

concerning demonized188 enemy groups:189 violence,190 outside funding,191 

 

 186 Natalie Martinez, Study: Right-wing Sources Dominated Migrant Caravan Coverage 
on Facebook and YouTube, MEDIA MATTERS FOR AM. (Nov. 27, 2018, 10:59 AM), 
https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/11/27/study-right-wing-sources-dominated-
migrant-caravan-coverage-facebook-and-youtube/222159. 

 187  Craig Timberg et al., Midterms 2018: ‘Migrant Caravan’ Fears Stoked by 
Conservative Activists Sharing Misleading Photo Online, INDEPENDENT (Oct. 25, 2018), 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-politics/midterms-2018-election-
migrant-caravan-mexico-trump-honduras-map-location-what-a8600606.html. 

 188  Enemy demonization has a very particular meaning in the context of propaganda.  
Jules Boykoff set out four criteria for enemy demonization: (1) the media and state advance 
frames depicting the enemy in moral terms; (2) the character of the opponent is binary or 
manichean (good v. evil); (3) the state originates the portrayal; and (4) there is no marked 
counternarrative from the state.  JULES BOYKOFF, BEYOND BULLETS: THE SUPPRESSION OF 

DISSENT IN THE UNITED STATES 192 (AK Press 2007).  

 189  These themes are apparent in most anti-Semitic propaganda.  See, e.g., DER EWIGE 

JUDE (THE ETERNAL JEW) (Deutsche Filmherstellungs and Verwertungs GmbH Nov. 28, 
1940) (the Nazi film typifies the depiction of Jews as parasitic degraders of Aryan culture). 

 190  Atrocity propaganda is the clearest example of this trope, but wanton crime is also a 
popular approach.  

 191  This is a means of connecting a people to a different, demonized other.  For example, 
linking a people to Jewish funding is a common trope of anti-Semites.  See, e.g., Helmut 
Eschwege/U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, Behind the Enemy Powers: The Jew, N.Y. 
TIMES (Feb. 24, 2009), https://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2009/02/24/arts/design/2009022 

4-museum-slideshow_index/s/muse7.html; Abepy, Juden Komplott Gegen Europa! [Jewish 
Plot Against Europe], IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUMS (1942), https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/ 

item/object/37; Paul Flacks/United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Nazi Anti-Jewish 
Propaganda Poster Entitled “Das Juedische Komplott” (The Jewish Conspiracy), U.S. 
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM (Dec. 10, 1941), https://collections.ushmm.org/search/ 

catalog/pa1123132.  
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filth/degradation,192 and unpatriotic otherness.193 

A. Propaganda Violence: Caravan is Brutally Throwing Rocks 

at Peace Officers 

A main right-wing talking point is that undocumented migrants are 

lawless thugs.  Indeed, President Trump began his presidential campaign 

announcing that Mexican immigrants are criminals and rapists.194  In that 

same vein, conservative politicians and commentators moved to label the 

caravan something akin to an existential threat to the United States.195  

President Trump made numerous claims to this effect: falsely claiming that 

the caravan included “Middle Easterners,”196 stating at rallies that the 

caravan consisted of “bad people,” “not little angels,” and “tough, tough 

people,”197and ultimately deploying the military to defend the southern 

border from invasion.198  Visual propagandists did not miss these cues. 

To emphasize the violent consequences of the caravan, posts circulated 

purporting to show bloodied Mexican police officers injured in skirmishes 

 

 192  This often includes sexual violence, especially directed towards women or children of 
the homeland.  See Nicoletta F. Gullace, Sexual Violence and Family Honor: British 
Propaganda and International Law During the First World War, 102 THE AM. HIST. REV. 
714, 714 (1997) (noting that British propaganda during WWI focused on crimes against 
women, causing “graphic images of violence against women and children [to] permeate[] 
British public discourse”).  Moral corruption is also a common theme.  See, e.g., JUD SÜB 
(Terra Film 1940) (propaganda film depicting Jewish rape of non-Jews).  

 193  This is perhaps best typified by the Dolchstoßlegende (the stab-in-the-back myth) that 
blamed Germany’s defeat in WWI on the actions of anti-German civilians, a message 
amplified by the Nazi Party as targeting Zionist bankers.  Richard Scully, Hindenburg: The 
Cartoon Titan of the Weimar Republic, 1918–1934, 35 GER. STUD. REV. 541, 545 (2012).  It 
is worth noting that Russian propaganda regarding the Ukraine conflict makes use of many 
elements of this trope.  John R. Haines, Russia’s Use of Disinformation in the Ukraine 
Conflict, FOREIGN POL’Y RES. INST. (Feb. 2015), https://www.fpri.org/article/2015/02/russias-
use-of-disinformation-in-the-ukraine-conflict/. 

 194  Michelle Mark, Trump Just Referred to One of His Most Infamous Campaign 
Comments: Calling Mexicans ‘Rapists’, BUS. INSIDER AUSTL. (Apr. 6, 2018, 5:50 AM), 
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/trump-mexicans-rapists-remark-reference-2018-
4?r=US&IR=T. 

 195  Zak Cheney-Rice, What Happened to the Caravan?, N. Y. MAG. (Nov. 13, 2018), 
http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2018/11/trump-republicans-silent-caravan.html. 

 196  Bill Hutchinson et al., Trump Admits He Has ‘No Proof’ of ‘Middle Easterners’ in 
Caravan, ‘But There Could Very Well Be’, ABC NEWS (Oct. 23, 2018), https://abcnews.go.c 

om/US/trump-admits-proof-middle-easterners-caravan/story?id=58686056. 

 197  Sam Wolfson, Are Donald Trump’s Claims About the Caravan of 7,000 Migrants 
Accurate?, GUARDIAN (Oct. 25, 2018),  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/oct/22 

/fact-check-trumps-claims-migrant-caravan. 

 198  Matthew Schwartz, Pentagon Deploying 3,750 Troops to Southern Boarder, NPR 
(Feb. 4, 2019), https://www.npr.org/2019/02/04/691222383/pentagon-deploying-3-750-troo 

ps-to-southern-border; John Harney, Trump Sending 2,100 More Troops to the U.S. Border 
with Mexico, BLOOMBERG (July 17, 2019), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-
07-18/trump-sending-2-100-more-troops-to-the-u-s-border-with-mexico. 
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with the migrants.  The original posting appeared on October 20, 2018 from 

an account run by user Mike Allen.199  The text accompanying the image 

reads: “Mexican police are being brutalized by members of this caravan as 

they attempt to FORCE their way into Mexico – And WE are supposed to 

believe these are just poor, helpless refugees seeking asylum???  I am 100% 

behind POTUS deploying our military!”200  The post was modified by user 

Jacque Guinan, who slightly tweaked the language and appended two 

additional images.  Other variants swapped the order of the three photos, 

focusing on the officer wounded on the ground.201 

 

Propaganda: Blooded Officer [Shield, Ground, Bloody Lip variants] 

(2018) 

 

 

 

 199  See post infra (on file with author).  

 200  See post infra (on file with author). 

 201  Constitutionalist Luke (@constitutionalist.sf), INSTAGRAM (Oct. 23, 2018), 
https://www.instagram.com/p/BpSIo9Jg93d/. 
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The post was widely distributed in conservative circles, with minor 

variations to the caption text to emphasize the failure of traditional media to 

share this image202 and to liken the migrants to an “invasion.”203  Wide-

spread reference to the migrant caravan as an invasion by conservative 

commentators and politicians204 presaged the military action ordered by 

President Trump.  The single image variant appears to have been more 

popular (e.g., 10 of the 12 examples embedded below).205 

 

 202  This is of course unsurprising in light of the fact that the image is fraudulently 
miscaptioned.  

 203  See post supra (on file with author). 

 204  Donald Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Oct. 29, 2018, 7:41 AM), 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1056919064906469376. 

 205 See Dan Evon, Were These Mexican Police Officers Brutalized by Members of a 
Migrant Caravan?, SNOPES (Oct. 22, 2018), https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/mexican-
police-caravan-photos/. 
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206 

 

 

 206  Id. 
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The post also received significant media exposure207 when it was reposted 

by Ginni Thomas, the wife of Justice Clarence Thomas.208  Thomas’ variant 

presupposes a familiarity with the image and its falsely-attributed subject 

matter.  She does not define the scene, noting only that “The media won’t 

share THIS . . . an invasion,” nor does she outline the appropriate response. 

Propaganda: Bloodied Officer [Shield variant] (2018) 

 
In fact, none of the three images relate to this migrant caravan, or 

indeed, to migrants at all.209  A reverse-image search shows the primary 

image is from Photojournalist Gustavo Aguado, who took the picture in 

October 2012 during a Mexican police action evicting protesting students 

from high schools.210  Interestingly, the images were part of a wider photo 

spread of images largely showing bloodied protestors rather than bloodied 

officers.211  These other photos were obviously ill-suited for a 

 

 207  Craig Timberg et al., How a Six-Year-Old Photo of a Bleeding Policeman Is Being 
Used to Stoke Fears About the Migrant Caravan, WASH. POST (Oct. 24, 2018), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/technology/how-a-five-year-old-photo-of-a-
bleeding-policeman-is-being-used-to-stoke-fears-about-the-migrant-
caravan/2018/10/24/a3d4e39a-d7a1-11e8-a10f-b51546b10756_story.html. 

 208  Shawn Langlois, Wife of Supreme Court Justice Spreads Fake News About the 
Migrant Caravan, MARKETWATCH (Oct. 24, 2018, 2:30 PM), https://www.marketwatch.com 

/story/wife-of-supreme-court-justice-spreads-fake-news-about-the-migrant-caravan-2018-
10-24; Trevor Hugh Davis, Even Clarence Thomas’ Wife Is Sharing Fake News About the 
‘Caravan’, MEDIUM (Oct. 23, 2018), https://medium.com/s/story/clarence-thomass-wife-is-
sharing-fake-news-about-the-caravan-3e62bee95b81.  

 209  Evon, supra note 205. 

 210  Confrontation Between Normalistas and Policemen in Michoacán Leaves Wounded, 
Detained and Fires, EMEEQUIS MAG. (Oct. 16, 2012), http://www.m-x.com.mx/2012-10-
16/enfrentamiento-entre-normalistas-y-policias-en-michoacan-deja-heridos-detenidos-e-
incendios-fotos/; Chris Bell, Fake News Follows Migrant Caravan’s Journey North, BBC 

NEWS (Oct. 24, 2018), https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-45951102. 

 211  Photos: Eviction and ‘Censorship’ of the Normalist Account on Twitter, ARISTEGUI 
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misinformation campaign emphasizing migrant violence, but it would be 

worth noting that disrupting actors may use images such as this to create pro-

migrant visual propaganda. 

Reverse-image searches show the two appended images were taken 

years before the caravan and are unrelated to migrants.  The appended image 

of a police officer with a bloody lip was taken in February 2011 and relates 

to clashes between police and teachers demonstrating against President 

Felipe Calderón in Oaxaca.212  The image of the officer on the ground is a 

2014 photo213 taken by Cristopher Rogel Bianquet of a protest in 

Chilpancingo regarding forty-three missing students.214 

Source Image (2012) 

 
Source Images (2014; 2011) 

 

 

 

NOTICIAS (Oct. 17, 2012, 6:34 AM), https://aristeguinoticias.com/1710/mexico/fotos-
desalojo-y-la-censura-a-la-cuenta-de-normalistas-en-twitter/.  There was an outcry that these 
photos were being censured from Twitter. 

 212  State Government Refuses to Dismiss Irma Piñeyro, OAXACA ENTRELINEAS (Feb. 17, 
2011), https://oaxacaentrelineas.com/noticias/gobierno-estatal-se-niega-a-destituir-a-irma- 

pineyro/. 

 213  Confrontation Leaves Several Injured in Chilpancingo, EL UNIVERSAL, http://fotos.el 

universal.com.mx/coleccion/muestra_fotogaleria.html?idgal=19666 (last visited Sept. 14, 
2019).  

 214  Kirk Semple, Missing Mexican Students Suffered a Night of ‘Terror,’ Investigators 
Say, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 24, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/25/world/americas/miss 

ing-mexican-students-suffered-a-night-of-terror-investigators-say.html; Evon, supra note 
205.  
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On October 29, propagandists used a different photo of the Mexican 

2014 missing-student protests,215 with the false caption “Mexican official 

being dragged by the caravan.  Anyone up for open borders??” 

Propaganda: Dragged Officer (2018) 

 
Again, a reverse-image search shows the image (a Getty Image taken 

by Pedro Pardo)216 has nothing to do with migrants in 2018 and in fact 

captures the height of protestor anger at police in 2014 “after gang suspects 

confessed to slaughtering 43 missing students and dumping their charcoaled 

remains in a river.”217 

 

 215  Evon, supra note 205. 

 216  Pedro Pardo, Mexico-Crime-Students-Protest, AFP/GETTY IMAGES (Nov. 10, 2014), 
https://www.gettyimages.com.au/detail/news-photo/demonstrators-hold-a-riot-police-
during-clashes-following-a-news-photo/458751956.  

 217  Carola Sole, Mexico Horrified by Suspected Massacre of 43 Students, SYDNEY 

MORNING HERALD (Nov. 9, 2014), https://www.smh.com.au/world/mexico-horrified-by-
suspected-massacre-of-43-students-20141109-11jbvt.html; Associated Press & Zoe 
Szathmary, Violent Clashes with Mexican Police After Protesters Shut Down Airport and 
Demand Justice for 43 Students Who Were Murdered and Incinerated, DAILYMAIL (Nov. 11, 
2014), https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2829655/Mexican-police-engage-violent-cl 

ash-protesters-disappearance-43-teachers-college-students-hands-city-police-force.html. 
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Source Image (2014) 

 
Two related pieces of visual propaganda were created just before and 

soon after the election.  On November 2, the user The Snarky Conservative 

2218 posted an image of young men throwing rocks, with the caption “To a 

liberal, its[sic] ok for poor people seeking refuge from violence to throw 

rocks at you.”  The image text, in standard meme block letters, reads “ALL 

WE WANT IS A BETTER LIFE IN YOUR COUNTRY / SO WE’RE 

GOING TO THROW ROCKS AND TRY TO KILL YOU”.  The image is 

signed “Dixon Diaz 2018.”  This story was flagged as disinformation and 

debunked by Politifact.219 

Propaganda: Rock Throwers (2018) 

 
 

 218  The Snarky Conservative 2, FACEBOOK (Nov. 2, 2018), https://www.facebook.com/S 

narkyConservative2/photos/a.459490810925682/984293318445426/?type=1&theater; Ciara 
O’Rourke, Viral Image Supposedly Depicting Caravan Members as Rock-Throwers Dates 
Back Years, POLITIFACT (Nov. 5, 2018, 2:15 PM), https://www.politifact.com/facebook-fact- 

checks/statements/2018/nov/05/blog-posting/viral-image-supposedly-depicting-caravan-
members-r/.  

 219  O’Rourke, supra note 218. 
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In fact, a reverse-image search shows that the image is not of the 

migrant caravan, but of Palestinians in the first Intifada.220  While the 

copyright is unclear, the image was first posted online in 2007.221  The user 

seemingly acknowledged the origin of the photo but kept the post up, adding 

the sentence “And that’s true whether it’s Palestinians or Central Americans, 

as long as they aren’t white.” 

Source Image 

 
After the election, another piece of visual propaganda was created in 

response to President Trump’s lie that border patrol agents had been “very 

badly hurt” by rock-throwing migrants.222 The user “Trump Train 

Conductor” posted a photo showing a bloodied border patrol officer, 

suggesting he was injured by members of the caravan.223 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 220  First Intifada, ALECHETRON, https://alchetron.com/First-Intifada (last updated Apr. 
25, 2018); THE ARAB GAZETTE (Oct. 11, 2018), http://arabgazette.net/blog/2018/10/11/.  

 221  O’Rourke, supra note 218. 

 222  Eric Levitz, Trump Falsely Claims That U.S. Agents Were Hurt in Border Clashes, 
N.Y. MAG. (Nov. 17, 2018), http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2018/11/trump-border-patrol-
agents-tijuana-caravan-migrants-lies-brexit.html.  The CBP disclosed that while four officers 
had been struck by rocks, each officer was wearing protective gear and was unharmed.  
Statement from Commissioner McAleen on Incident at San Ysidro Yesterday Afternoon, U.S. 
DHS (Nov. 26, 2018), https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/speeches-and-statements/statement-
commissioner-mcaleenan-incident-san-ysidro-yesterday.  

 223  This image was used in other Instagram posts as well.  See, e.g., 
(@the_typical_liberal), INSTAGRAM, https://www.instagram.com/p/Bqsn1jUBy6fnRDrrxMH 

tc62mvfclb4yIcjT9ro0/ (last visited Jan. 16, 2019). 
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Propaganda: Bloodied Officer [Eye variant] (2018) 

 

 
In fact, the photo was taken at least five years earlier,224 following a 

skirmish with drug smugglers.  A reverse-image search shows that the photo 

has circulated on right-wing sites for years, making annual appearances on 

Breitbart.225 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 224  Dean Altman, Right-Wing Media Is Using a Years-Old Photo of a Bloody Border 
Agent to Justify the Tear Gas Attack, BLOOMJOY, https://hub.bloomjoy.com/jessie/right-
wing-media-border-agent-rocks/ (last visited Sept. 14, 2019); Saranac Hale Spencer, Bloody 
Border Patrol Photo Is Eight Years Old, FACTCHECK (Nov. 29, 2018), https://www.factcheck 

.org/2018/11/bloody-border-patrol-photo-is-five-years-old/. 

 225  See Federale, Violence Against The Border Patrol: Whose Side is Obama On?, VDARE 
(June 27, 2014, 4:07 PM), https://vdare.com/articles/violence-against-the-border-patrol-who 

se-side-is-obama-on; Brandon Darby, Graphic Images Justify Border Patrol’s Use of Deadly 
Force Against Rock Attacks, BREIBART (Apr. 2, 2014), https://www.breitbart.com/border/20 

14/04/02/graphic-images-justify-border-patrols-use-of-deadly-force/; Bob Price, Border 
Patrol Agent Assaulted During Arrest of Illegal Alien, BREIBART (Nov. 2, 2016), 
https://www.breitbart.com/border/2016/11/02/border-patrol-agent-assaulted-arrest-illegal-
alien/; Bob Price, Border Patrol Agent Assaulted with Rocks, BREIBART (Feb. 8, 2017), 
https://www.breitbart.com/border/2017/02/08/border-patrol-agents-assaulted-rocks/.  
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Prior Use (2014) 

 
These examples have a consistent theme and similar propaganda 

purpose.  The salience of the images (brutalized officers) and framing text 

(this event just occurred and the media does not share it) are obvious.  

Notably all of the photos used in these posts predated the caravan by several 

years and feature incidents unrelated to Central American migrants. 

Propaganda Violence Different 

Year 

Known 

Copyright 

Holder 

Right 

Wing Prior 

Use  

Bloodied Officer / Shield Yes / 2012 Yes No 

        Bloodied Officer/ Ground Yes / 2014 Yes No 

Bloodied Officer / Lip Yes / 2011 Yes No 

Dragged Officer Yes / 2014 Yes No 

Rock Throwers Yes / 

Before 2007 

No Unknown 

Bloodied Officer / Eye Yes / 2010 No Yes 

 

Note that posters also picked up a key talking point that the caravan 

hosted large numbers of MS-13 gang members.  These relied primarily on 

suggestive photos of gang members, as depicted below, but do not seem to 

have been as popularly shared as posts involving injured officers. 
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B. Propaganda Funding: Democrats, George Soros, Rich 

Jews are Providing the Caravan with Assistance 

Right wing commentators have also attempted to paint the caravan as 

sponsored by Democrats or by George Soros. Congressman Matt Gaetz 

tweeted a video of an individual handing currency to members of the 

caravan.  Rep. Gaetz stated the footage was from Honduras, writing 

“BREAKING: Footage in Honduras giving cash 2 women & children 2 join 

the caravan & storm the US border @ election time. Soros? US-backed 

NGOs? Time to investigate the source!” 

226 

 

 226  Matt Gaetz (@RepMattGaetz), TWITTER (Oct. 17, 2018, 2:36 PM), https://twitter.com 

/RepMattGaetz/status/1052629557826736129.  
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President Trump retweeted that video, writing “Can you believe this, 

and what Democrats are allowing to be done to our Country?”  He also later 

claimed the caravan was funded by Democrats. 

 
“But a lot of money has been passing to people to come up and try and 

get to the border by Election Day, because they think that’s a negative for 

us. . .They have lousy policy.  The one thing, they stick together, but they 

wanted that caravan and there are those that say that caravan didn’t just 

happen.  It didn’t just happen.  A lot of reasons that caravan, 4,000 

people.”227 

The video itself was not shot in Honduras, but in Guatemala.  

Guatemalan journalist Luis Assardo reported,228 “I managed to speak with 

residents of the area who told me that merchants in the sector gathered 

money and gave it to people #CaravanaDeMigrantes.  With this it is 

confirmed that what is published by @RepMattGaetz is vague and biased.  

This is how disinformation is disseminated.”229 

Rep. Gaetz’s unfounded accusation of George Soros followed President 

Trump’s earlier accusation that Soros funded protestors230 opposing the 

 

 227  Linda Qiu, Did Democrats, or George Soros, Fund Migrant Caravan? Despite 
Republican Claims, No, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 20, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/20/w 

orld/americas/migrant-caravan-video-trump.html. 

 228  Luis Assardo (@luisassardo), TWITTER (Oct. 18, 2018, 1:12 PM), https://twitter.com 

/luisassardo/status/1053016092459917313. 

 229  C. Eugene Emery Jr., Bloggers, Trump, Gaetz Offer No Evidence That Caravan Was 
Funded by Democrats, POLITIFACT (Oct. 26, 2018, 11:13 AM), https://www.politifact.com/ 

facebook-fact-checks/statements/2018/oct/26/blog-posting/bloggers-trump-gaetz-offer-no-
evidence-caravan-was/. 

 230  The protestors were also the victims of misattributed quote memes.  One featured Ana 
Maria Archila, labelled as the “George Soros Activist that ambushed Sen. Jeff Flake” with 
the falsely attributed caption “When we take action, we must do really scary things. Things 
that make them cry and sometimes scare their families.”  Media; Truth Matters 
(@patriotsun1), TWITTER (Oct. 9, 2018, 8:00 PM), https://twitter.com/patriotsun1/status/104 

9811901268615169; Ali (@AliDee12017), TWITTER (Oct. 6, 2018, 8:40 AM), 
https://twitter.com/AliDee12017/status/1048598764775247878.  This quote is not attested 
anywhere outside right wing memes.  It is likely a corruption of “[w]hen we take action, we 
breathe new life and possibility into our democracy.”  Ana María Archila, I Confronted Jeff 
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nomination of Justice Kavanaugh.231  The online attacks against Soros 

intensified, with propagandists reviving an earlier post that claimed Soros 

served in the Waffen-SS.  The tweet by user MichelleMayber8 was retweeted 

approximately 6,500 times. 

Propaganda: Soros Misidentification (2018, 2016) 

 
In fact, a reverse-image search reveals the photo to be of Oskar Groening, 

the “Book-keeper of Auschwitz”.232 

Source Image and Debunk Meme 

 
While the Soros as SS officer meme has been in right-wing circles for 

 

Flake Over Brett Kavanaugh. Survivors Like Me Won’t Stand for Injustice., USA TODAY 
(Sept. 29, 2018), https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/voices/2018/09/29/brett-kavanau 

gh-jeff-flake-elevator-confirmation-blasey-ford-column/1459239002/.  

 231  Niraj Chokshi, Trump Derides Kavanaugh Protesters and Claims They Were Paid, 
N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 5, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/05/us/politics/trump-
kavanaugh-protesters-paid.html; Donald Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Oct. 5, 
2018, 9:03 AM), https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1048196883464818688.  

 232  Alan Cowell, Oskar Gröning, the ‘Bookkeeper of Auschwitz,’ Is Dead at 96, N.Y. 
TIMES (Mar. 12, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/12/obituaries/oskar-groning-the-
bookkeeper-of-auschwitz-is-dead-at-96.html.  
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years,233 specific anti-Soros migration memes appeared at this time.  Though 

not photo based, the viral meme “FBI JUST CONFIRMED SOROS & 

OTHER DEMOCRATIC DONORS ARE FINANCING THE CARAVAN” 

appeared on October 22, from a Facebook user “Jim Snyder.”234  The post 

was shared 40,000 times and inspired numerous imitators.  Soros was 

targeted with a mail bomb the day after the post went viral.235  Robert 

Bowers, the shooter in the Pittsburgh Synagogue massacre, apparently cited 

the theory that Jewish organizations were aiding migrants: “HIAS likes to 

bring invaders in that kill our people.  I can’t sit by and watch my people get 

slaughtered.  Screw your optics, I’m going in.”236 

At about the same time, visual propaganda appeared arguing that 

foreign transport was being provided to the migrants.  On October 22, user 

Curtis Phillips posted two photos, one of people atop a train and another of 

people boarding buses, with the caption “[t]hey don’t want you to see this. . . 

THEY ARE NOT WALKING!!  Why are the reporters hiding the fact that 

the migrants are coming on trains, buses, and trucks?  These are not Mexican 

buses. . .”237  The post was shared approximately 94 thousand times. 

Propaganda: Migrant Foreign Transport [Bus and Train variants] 

(2018) 

 
 

 233  David Emery, Was George Soros an SS Officer or Nazi Collaborator During World 
War II?, SNOPES (Nov. 28, 2018), https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/george-soros-ss-nazi-
germany/. 

 234  Dan Evon, Did the FBI Confirm George Soros Was Funding the Migrant Caravan?, 
SNOPES (Oct. 24, 2018), https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/george-soros-migrant-caravan/. 

 235  George Soros: Bomb Squad Destroy Explosive Device Near Billionaire’s Home, BBC 

NEWS (Oct. 23, 2018), https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-45949737.  

 236  Jason Silverstein, Robert Bowers, Pittsburgh Shooting Suspect, Was Avid Poster of 
Anti-Semitic Content on Gab, CBS NEWS (Oct. 27, 2018, 6:36 PM), https://www.cbsnews. 

com/news/robert-bowers-gab-pittsburgh-shooting-suspect-today-live-updates-2018-10-27/. 

 237  See post infra (on file with author).  
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In fact, neither photo relates to the October 2018 caravan.  The train 

photograph, which a reverse-image search shows had been used by the 

Center for Immigration Studies238 in 2013239 and by Breitbart in 2014,240 as 

well as in non-partisan news sites241 is an Associated Press photo taken in 

April 2013.242  While it does relate to migrants, it predates the 2018 caravan 

by half a decade. 

The bus photograph, which a reverse-image search shows had been 

used in a Breitbart piece in April 2018,243 depicted the earlier “Migrant via 

Crucis” caravan that dissipated before reaching the United States.  The image 

is available at Getty Images with the caption: 

Central American migrants taking part in the ‘Migrant Via Crucis’ 

caravan towards the United States, arrive in Puebla, Puebla State, Mexico, 

on April 6, 2018 where they will attend a legal clinic with NGOs on human 

rights.  The caravan of migrants whose trek across Mexico infuriated US 

President Donald Trump began breaking up on Thursday, after abandoning 

its plan to travel en masse to the United States.  Some headed to Puebla, 

where the activists who organized the caravan have convened a legal clinic 

to help them seek asylum or visas, whether in Mexico or the US. / AFP 

PHOTO / JOSE CASTAÑARES (Photo credit should read JOSE 

CASTANARES/AFP/Getty Images). 244 

 

 

 

 

 238  A group dedicated to lowering immigration numbers and listed as a hate group by the 
Southern Poverty Law Center. See Center for Immigration Studies, S. POVERTY L. CENT., 
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/group/center-immigration-studies 
(last visited Sept. 14, 2019).  

 239  David North, Let’s Pay Some Attention to Mexico’s Southern Border and the OTMs, 
CENT. FOR IMMIGR. STUD. (July 23, 2013), https://cis.org/North/Lets-Pay-Some-Attention-
Mexicos-Southern-Border-and-OTMs. 

 240  Tony Lee, Report: Mexican Officials Yanking Illegals off ‘The Beast’, BREITBART 
(Aug. 27, 2014), https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2014/08/27/report-mexican-officials-
yanking-illegals-off-the-beast/. 

 241  Associated Press, Mexican State Blames Railways in Migrant Crimes, YAHOO! NEWS 
(Apr. 1, 2014), https://news.yahoo.com/mexican-state-blames-railways-migrant-crimes-
185935292.html. 

 242  AP/Eduardo Verdugo, Mexico Railway Migrants, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Apr. 29, 2013, 
9:35 AM), http://www.apimages.com/metadata/Index/Mexico-Railway-Migrants/87645666b 

5f54bb0aa39d14196d8bf88/107/0. 

 243  Neil Munro, Photos: Migrants’ ‘Caravan’ Challenges Americans’ Right to Border 
Security, BREITBART (Apr. 25, 2018), https://www.breitbart.com/immigration/2018/04/25 

/migrant-caravan-creates-border-crisis-for-trump/. 

 244  Jose Castañares, Mexico-US-Migration-Caravan, AFP/GETTY IMAGES (Apr. 6, 2018), 
https://www.gettyimages.com.au/detail/news-photo/central-american-migrants-taking-part-
in-the-migrant-via-news-photo/942730690. 
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Source Images (2018, 2013) 

 

 
These anti-Semitic and foreign transport memes245 merged when right-

wing246 posters began posting stills of a video report on the caravan, where 

a truck has a Star of David.  The image had circulated on sites such as Daily 

 

 245  Jessica Guynn, Facebook, Twitter Whack Away at Midterm Misinformation on 
Election Day, USA TODAY (Nov. 6, 2018, 7:28 PM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/ 

2018/11/06/facebook-twitter-play-whack-mole-midterm-misinformation/1908072002/;  

Kevin Roose, Debunking 5 Viral Images of the Migrant Caravan, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 24, 2018), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/24/world/americas/migrant-caravan-fake-images-
news.html. 

 246  Bethania Palma, Does a Star of David on a Vehicle Traveling with the Migrant 
Caravan Prove Soros is Behind It?, SNOPES (Nov. 1, 2018), https://www.snopes.com/fact-
check/star-david-migrant-caravan/.  
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Stormer,247 Stormfront,248 and various subreddits.249  Bowers reposted the 

image frequently, as he was obsessed with the connection between Jews and 

migrants.250 

 
The notion that the caravan was somehow created in response to 

clandestine Jewish, Democratic support calls to mind the Dolchstoßlegende 

(the stab-in-the-back myth) that blamed Germany’s defeat in WWI on the 

actions of anti-German civilians.  This strain of propaganda also seeks to 

insulate viewers from empathetic responses towards poor, beleaguered 

travelers wandering on foot.  These travelers are not poor, they are sponsored 

by domestic traitors and they are coming quickly on motorized transport.  

Both narratives were important in order to justify an immediate crisis 

response, while also tying the caravan to political opponents. 

 

 

 

 247  Andrew Anglin, Pompeo Says Caravan Is Organized by “Outside Forces”, DAILY 

STORMER (Oct. 22, 2018), https://dailystormer.name/pompeo-suggests-caravan-is-organized-
by-outside-forces/. 

 248  Tremley, re: 7,000+ Hondurans headed for US Border in mass migration ‘march’; 
Trump threatens to cut U.S. aid, Comment to 7,000 Hondurans headed for US border in mass 
migration ‘march’; Trump threatens to cut U.S. aid,  STORMFRONT (Oct. 21, 2018, 1:17 PM), 
https://www.stormfront.org/forum/t1260535-12/.  

 249  BannanaCabana, One of the Caravan Trucks Transporting Migrants in Guatemala 
Seems to Bear an Israeli Flag., REDDIT (Oct. 22, 2018), https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy 

/comments/9qh95j/one_of_the_caravan_trucks_transporting_migrants/. 

 250  Dara Lind, The Conspiracy Theory That Led to the Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting, 
Explained, VOX (Oct. 29, 2018, 3:20 PM), https://www.vox.com/2018/10/29/18037580/pitts 

burgh-shooter-anti-semitism-racist-jewish-caravan. 
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Propaganda Funding Different 

Year 

Known 

Copyright 

Holder 

Right 

Wing Prior 

Use  

Video Handout No No No 

Soros Misidentification Yes / 2016 Yes Yes 

Migrant Foreign Transport / 

Train 

Yes / 2013 Yes Yes 

Migrant Foreign Transport / 

Bus 

No / April 

2018 

Yes No 

Star of David Truck No No No 

 

C. Propaganda Filth: Migrants are Dirty, Diseased, and 

Disrespectful 

Another theme set out by propagandists was that the migrants in the 

caravan would soil America, spreading disease, trash, and vulgar behavior.  

The “dirty immigrant” trope is well attested in propaganda campaigns 

foreign and domestic.251  The message is present in conservative broadcasts 

and political discussions (see, for example, Tucker Carlson’s argument that 

immigration makes America “dirtier,”252 or Rep. Steve King calling 

immigrants “dirt”253).  The subthemes each made an appearance in the 

campaign against the caravan. 

With respect to the threat of disease, right wing commentators claimed 

the caravan would spread leprosy and other plagues.254  This claim received 

media attention in part because Fox commentators claimed migrants would 

spread smallpox,255 a disease that was eradicated and thus is not spread 

 

 251  Brian Resnick, Racist Anti-Immigrant Cartoons from the Turn of the 20th Century, 
ATLANTIC (Nov. 21, 2011), https://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2011/11/racist-
anti-immigrant-cartoons-from-the-turn-of-the-20th-century/383248/ (Italian immigrants as 
street filth); Anti-Semitic Poster Published in Poland in March 1941, HIST. MUSEUM OF 

RZESZOW, https://www.ushmm.org/propaganda/archive/polish-antisemitic-poster/ (last 
visited Sept. 14, 2019) (“Jews are lice; they cause typhus.”). 

 252  Luke O’Neil, Advertisers Recoil as Tucker Carlson Says Immigrants Make US 
‘Dirtier’, GUARDIAN (Dec. 18, 2018, 11:04 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018 

/dec/18/tucker-carlson-immigrants-poorer-dirtier-advertisers-pull-out. 

 253  Kristine Phillips, Steve King Dared a Conservative Magazine to Release Audio of Him 
Calling Immigrants ‘Dirt.’ It Did., WASH. POST (Nov. 12, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost 

.com/politics/2018/11/12/steve-king-dared-conservative-outlet-release-audio-him-calling-
immigrants-dirt-it-did/.  

 254  ‘Fox & Friends’ Host Brian Kilmeade Fears ‘Diseases’ Brought by Migrant Caravan, 
DAILY BEAST (Oct. 29, 2018, 6:43 PM), https://www.thedailybeast.com/fox-news-
commentator-says-migrants-are-carrying-smallpox-a-disease-eradicated-in-1980. 

 255  Julia Belluz, Fox News Says the Migrant Caravan Will Bring Disease Outbreaks. 
That’s Xenophobic Nonsense, VOX (Nov. 1, 2018, 12:06 PM), https://www.vox.com/science-
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naturally. 

Propaganda: Skin Disease (2018) 

 
The image showing a potential viral threat was not from the 2018 

caravan.  It was taken from a 2014 segment.  A reverse-image search shows 

that the image has been used on right-wing blogs since 2014.256 

Prior Use (2014) 

 
Propagandists also made direct claims that the caravan was filthy.  User 

Michael Wyrick posted a photo of trash along a highway, with the text 

“Trash being left behind by the migrant caravan.  As they move through an 

area, along with the path of destruction, they leave behind utter filth (poop, 

pee, food scraps, etc) There are plenty of sources for documentation. THEY 

MUST BE STOPPED!”  Variants to this widely shared post included 

mentions of theft or that the amount of items indicated outside funding of the 

 

and-health/2018/11/1/18048332/migrant-caravan-fox-news-disease-smallpox-outbreaks-
vaccines-xenophobia. 

 256  Michelle Morin, Illegals Bringing Contagious Diseases to a Location Near You, 
MICHELLE MORIN 

(June 11, 2014), https://www.michellemorin.org/illegals-bringing-contagious-diseases-to-a-
location-near-you/. 
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caravan. 

Propaganda: Roadside Trash (2018) 

 
In fact, the image is not related to the 2018 caravan or to Central 

American migrants.257  It first appeared online in 2015,258 attributed to Kamil 

Bulonis,259 and is described as trash from Syrian refuges near the Hungarian-

Austrian border.  A reverse-image search shows the photo is commonly 

reused to demonize refugees.260 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 257  Trevor Hugh Davis, More Fake Photos Shared on Social Media About the “Caravan”, 
MEDIUM (Oct. 25, 2018), https://medium.com/@trevorhughdavis/more-fake-photos-shared-
on-social-media-about-the-caravan-270ede8874c6. 

 258  Dan Evon, Does This Photograph Show Trash Left Behind by the Central American 
Caravan?, SNOPES (Oct. 26, 2018), https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/refugee-caravan-
trash-picture/. 

 259  Ileana Johnson, Cleaning the Trash and Destruction Left Behind, ILEANA JOHNSON 
(Sept. 17, 2015), http://ileanajohnson.com/2015/09/cleaning-the-trash-and-destruction-left-
behind/. 

 260  Shlomo, The Telltale Truth of Syrian Muslim “Refugees” Left in Garbage They Leave 
Behind, JTF NEWS (Sept. 18, 2015), https://jtf.org/the-telltale-truth-of-syrian-muslim-refugee 

s-left-in-garbage-they-leave-behind/; Joey David, Trash and Destruction Left Behind by 
Muslim “Refugee’s., JOEY DAVID (Sept. 20, 2015), http://www.joeydavid.com/thinkingout 

loud-2/2015/9/20/trash-and-destruction-left-behind-by-muslim-refugees; Tyler Durden, 
Migrant “Attack Caravan” Regroups; 5,000 Push North As Mystery Men Hand Out Cash, 
ZERO HEDGE (Oct. 21, 2018), https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-10-21/migrant-attack-
caravan-regroups-5000-push-north-mystery-men-hand-out-cash.  
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Prior Use (2015) 

 
Attendant to propaganda threads about the migrants’ cleanliness were 

threads depicting the migrants as vulgar and rapacious.  A photo of a man 

grabbing his crotch and another flipping off the camera was distributed to 

show that migrants were “not coming here for work,” with the implication 

that caravan members will be lazy, disrespectful, and sexual. 

Debunking Post of Propaganda: Flipping Off Camera (2018) 

 
A reverse-image search shows the image appeared on right-wing 

publications since 2010, in memes regarding public expenditures on the 
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social safety net.261 

Prior Use (2010) 

+ 

Similarly, the caravan was depicted as all male. 262 

Propaganda: All Male (2018) 

263 

 

 261  Jim Goad, Mexico Sues Georgia for Making It a Crime to Be Illegal, TAKI’S MAG. 
(June 20, 2011), https://www.takimag.com/article/mexico_sues_georgia_for_making_it_a_ 

crime_to_be_illegal/; Illegal Aliens Guilty of Criminal Trespass in the United States: Arrest 
All of Them: Castrate Scalp and Deport, AFTERTHREEDAYS (June 5, 2010), 
https://orwells1984oregon. 

wordpress.com/2010/06/05/illegal-aliens-guilty-of-criminal-trespass-in-the-united-states-
arrest-all-of-them-castrate-scalp-and-deport/; Breitbart News, Report: Illegals Tell Border 
Agents ‘Obama’s Gonna Let Me Go!’, BREITBART (Apr. 12, 2013), https://www.breitbart.com 

/politics/2013/04/12/border-rancher-illegal-obama-amnesty/. 

 262  Davis, supra note 257. 

 263  Id.; One Nation Under God, FACEBOOK (Oct. 15, 2018), https://www.facebook.com 

/OneNationUnderGodUSofA/photos/a.649383995141907/2071690582911234/?type=3&eid
=ARDEgXe_d7Zwrzs3gaIba9hh-kOuNEz70v09pLgw_pntkNNUkTfIsL0YZ80G-
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The photo used has been repurposed since 2016, when it was used as part of 

a “benis”264 meme.265 

Prior Use in Benis Meme (2016) 

266 
 

Propaganda Filth Different 

Year 

Known 

Copyright 

Holder 

Right 

Wing Prior 

Use  

Skin Disease Yes / 2014 Yes Yes 

Roadside Trash Yes / 2015 Yes Yes 

Flip Off Camera Yes / 2010 No Yes 

All Male Yes / 2016 No Reused as 

Benis 

Meme 

 

D. Propaganda Unpatriotic: Migrants Burn the Flag and Hate 

America 

The essential step of propaganda is to demonstrate that the enemy is the 

other, unlike the patriots of the homeland.  To that end, propagandists also 

spread posts of migrants supposedly desecrating the flag by burning it or 

urinating on it.  On October 22, user Tommy Adcock posted267 three images 

 

JG9tyP76nrsAK0i8n2a. 

 264  In which the letter B takes the place of the letter P.  Minty, Benis: Part of a Series on 
Spurdo Spärde., KNOW YOUR MEME (last updated Jul. 17. 2019), https://knowyourmeme.com/ 

memes/benis—2. 

 265  Oben bls, 9GAG (Nov. 30, 2016), https://9gag.com/gag/aPMxrLw/oben-bls. 

 266  Id. 

 267  Tommy Adcock, FACEBOOK (Oct. 22, 2018, 3:25 PM), http://archive.fo/rQNP2.  
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of burning flags, with the text “The illegal caravan of immigrants are flying 

the Honduras flag as they burn the American flag as they march towards the 

USA wanting asylum! They are not asylum seekers! They are invaders!” The 

post was shared approximately 19,000 times. 

Propaganda: Burning Flag [Main, Ground, and Revolution variants] 

(2018) 

 
None of these photos involve the migrants and the top photo does not 

involve an American flag.  The top photo is a 2016 photo of anti-Trump 

protestors outside a rally in Albuquerque (it is the thumbnail image of a Fox 

News video reporting on that event).268  The item being burned is not an 

American flag, but a Trump banner (the black lettering on the banner can be 

seen in the top of the photo).  A reverse-image search shot shows that the 

image has been used on right-wing twitter accounts since 2016 to demonize 

protestors.269  The bottom-left image is a Getty Image taken by Dan Kitwood 

 

 268  Fox News, Protests Turn Violent Outside Trump New Mexico Event, FOX NEWS (May 
25, 2016), https://www.foxnews.com/politics/protests-turn-violent-outside-trump-new-
mexico-event. 

 269 Jordan (@Miami4Trump), TWITTER (Sept. 4, 2016, 11:01 AM), 
https://twitter.com/miami4trump/status/772494924256256000?lang=en. 
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in 2010.270  It is from a demonstration in London, against the threat of pastor 

Terry Jones, who had announced he would burn the Quran on the 9 year 

anniversary of the World Trade Center Attacks.271  The image has been used 

by several newspapers to accompany stories regarding President Trump’s 

political promises to ban flag burning.272  The bottom right photo is from a 

protest during the 2016 Republican National Convention in Cleveland and 

shows supporters of the Revolutionary Communist Party.  It is a Reuters 

image, taken by Photographer Adrees Latif.273  It too has been featured in 

numerous stories related to President Trump’s proposed flag burning ban.274 

 

Source Images (2016; 2010; 2016) 

 

 

 270  Dan Kitwood, Demonstration Held Outside US Embassy Against Qur’an Burning 
Threats, GETTY IMAGES NEWS (Sept. 11, 2010), https://www.gettyimages.com.au/detail/news 

-photo/an-american-flag-burns-outside-the-american-embassy-during-news-
photo/103995814. 

 271  Id.  

 272  John Nosek, LETTER: Trump’s Flag-Burning Threat is Wrong, COURIER POST (Dec. 
19, 2016, 3:51 PM), https://www.courierpostonline.com/story/opinion/readers/2016/12/19/ 

letter-trumps-flag-burning-threat-wrong/95623740/; Donald Trump Wants to Outlaw 
Burning the American Flag, USA TODAY (Nov. 29, 2016), https://www.usatoday.com/med 

ia/cinematic/video/946 

13348/donald-trump-wants-to-outlaw-burning-the-american-flag/. 

 273  Reuters/Adrees Latif, REUTERS (July 20, 2016), https://pictures.reuters.com/CS.aspx? 

VP3=SearchResult&VBID=2C0BXZF2PPNNU&SMLS=1&RW=1536&RH=762&POPUP
PN=9&POPUPIID=2C0FQEK6M6M6. 

 274  E.g., David Martosko, Strip U.S. Flag-Burners of Citizenship or Jail Them Demands 
Trump as He Hints at Constitutional Amendment to Override Supreme Court – and Hillary 
Once Sponsored a Bill Doing the Same Thing!, DAILY MAIL (Nov. 29, 2016, 8:27 AM), 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3982318/Trump-says-U-S-flag-burning-
punishable-loss-citizenship-year-jail-hints-support-new-Constitutional-amendment-
override-Supreme-Court.html. 
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Around the same time, posts appeared accusing the migrants of painting 

swastikas on the American flag before burning it.275  Variants appeared 

pairing the image with migrants holding the Honduran flag. 276 

Propaganda: Burning Flag [Swastika variant] (2018) 

 
The swastika image was taken at a demonstration in front of the 

American Embassy in Tegucigalpa, Honduras on October 19, 2018, to 

protest the treatment of the caravan.  It is an AP image, taken by Fernando 

Antonio.277  The image did not capture migrants, as the caravan was stuck at 

 

 275  J.J. Rothschild (@ExlibrisJJR), TWITTER (Oct. 21, 2018, 6:40 AM), 
https://twitter.com/ExLibrisJJR/status/1054004392335233024. 

 276  Beverly Bryant-Jones (@bbryantjones), TWITTER (Oct. 22, 2018, 12:41 PM), (on file 
with author). 

 277   The Latest: Honduran Migrant Says He Wants to Return Home, NBC 12 (Oct. 20, 
2018, 9:33 AM), http://www.nbc12.com/2018/10/20/latest-migrants-wait-cross-border-with-
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the Mexican-Guatemalan border at the time the photo was taken in 

Honduras.  The appended bottom-right image is from the same protest in 

Tegucigalpa, Honduras.278  The appended top-right image is an AFP/Getty 

image, taken by Johan Ordonez.279  It is of a migrant at the Guatemala-

Mexico border on October 18 and is therefore unrelated to the images of a 

protest occurring a day later and 226 miles away.  All three images were used 

in the same Daily Mail story. 

On November 2, posts showing a person standing on a flag and claimed 

that “REPORT: Migrants in the Guatemalan Caravan stand on, and then 

urinate on, U.S. flag before throwing it in the trash can.”  There is no urine 

in the image and the image has nothing to do with migrants.  A reverse-image 

search shows that the image is from 2016 and documents a protest outside a 

Trump town hall at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.280  The image 

has previously been used on right-wing sites when discussing flag 

memorials281 and flag stomping.282 

 

mexico/ (“Two people burn a United States flag during a protest in favor of the caravan of 
migrants that is currently stuck on the Guatemala-Mexico border, in front of the American 
embassy, in Tegucigalpa, Honduras, Friday, Oct. 19, 2018.”).  

 278  Keith Griffith, ‘This is a Moment of Crisis’: White House Leans on Mexico to Shut 
Down Migrant Caravan as Thousands Set Up Camp at Guatemalan Border in Overnight 
Standoff and Wail ‘We Are Hungry!’ After 50 Sneak Across the Border, Headed for the U.S., 
DAILY MAIL (Oct. 20, 2018, 1:48 AM), https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
6297267/U-S-leans-Mexico-shut-migrant-caravan.html. 

 279  John Ordonez/AFP/gettyimages, Guatemala-Mexico-Honduras-US-Migration, AFP 
(Oct. 19, 2018), https://www.gettyimages.com.au/detail/news-photo/honduran-migrant-with-
honduran-and-guatemalan-national-news-photo/1052537228 (“A Honduran migrant with 
Honduran and Guatemalan national flags climbs the gate of the Guatemala-Mexico 
international border bridge in Ciudad Tecun Uman, Guatemala, on October 19, 2018. - US 
President Donald Trump threatened on October 18 to send the military to close its southern 
border if Mexico fails to stem the ‘onslaught’ of migrants from Central America, in a series 
of tweets that blamed Democrats ahead of the midterm elections.”). 

 280  Julie Collins & AP Wire Service, “Makes Me Sick:” Protester Seen Stomping on 
American Flag Outside Trump Town Hall at UWM, FOX NEWS (Apr. 3, 2016, 5:23 PM), 
https://fox6now.com/2016/04/03/makes-me-sick-protesters-seen-stomping-on-american-
flag-outside-trump-town-hall-at-uwm/. 

 281  Thomas Robertson, This Small American Town Is Trying to Ban the Flag – Liberalism 
at Its Worst!, EN VOLVE (July 31, 2017), https://en-volve.com/2017/07/31/this-small-
american-town-is-trying-to-ban-the-flag-liberalism-at-its-worst/.  

 282  Doyle Alexander, POLL: Should Illinois Teacher Be Fired for Stomping on the 
American Flag?, EN VOLVE (May 22, 2017), https://en-volve.com/2017/05/22/poll-should-
illinois-teacher-be-fired-for-stomping-on-the-american-flag/. 
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283 
 

Propaganda Flag Different 

Year 

Known 

Copyright 

Holder 

Right 

Wing Prior 

Use  

Burning Flag – Main Yes / 2016 Yes Yes 

Burning Flag – Ground Yes / 2010 Yes Yes 

Burning Flag - Revolution Yes / 2016 Yes Yes 

Burning Flag - Swastika No Yes No 

Flag at Border No Yes No 

Stomping Flag Yes / 2016 Yes Yes 

 

E. Propaganda Crisis Acting: Denying the Veracity of Tear 

Gas Photos 

It is worth noting that visual propaganda, even if it is not believed by 

its audience, may serve to weaken belief in all images.  In a sea of falsely 

captioned images, actual photos of atrocities are more easily disregarded as 

staged or doctored.  This is typified by the recent284 “crisis actor” conspiracy, 

 

 283  Dan Evon, Does This Photograph Show a Migrant Caravan Member Urinating on the 
U.S. Flag?, SNOPES (Nov. 6, 2018), https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/caravan-urinate-
flag-photo/. 

 284  Google Trends Crisis Actor, GOOGLE, https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date= 

all&q=crisis%20actor (last visited Sept. 14, 2019) (showing a massive spike in searches for 
“crisis actor” in February 2018, the month of the Stoneman Douglas shooting, along with 
spikes in October 2017, the month of the Las Vegas shooting, June 2016, the month of the 
Orlando Nightclub shooting, and January 2013, immediately after the Sandy Hook shooting).  
The use of the “crisis actor” conspiracy is one way for conservative pundits to avoid 
discussion of gun control after mass shootings.  Another method is to blame the actions of 
shooters on violent video games.  See Andrew V. Moshirnia, Precious and Worthless: A 
Comparative Perspective on Loot Boxes and Gambling, 20 Minn. J.L. Sci. & Tech. 77, 111 
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in which victims are derided as paid governmental actors taking part in false 

flag operations.  Such accusations have been employed against survivors of 

mass shootings, including Sandy Hook,285 Orlando,286 Las Vegas,287 and 

Stoneman Douglas,288 or terrorist attacks, such as the Boston Marathon 

bombing.289 

Right wing commenters employed the tactic frequently in the lead up 

to the election.  For example, right-wing media personalities290 dismissed a 

series of mail bombs sent to prominent Left politicians as a false flag 

operation.291  The tactic did not end after the election, however. 

On November 25, 2018, the U.S. Border Patrol launched tear gas at 

migrants.  The event was captured by multiple photographers and was 

confirmed by the CBP.292 

 

(2018) (collecting political attacks on violent video games after the Stoneman Douglas, Sandy 
Hook, and Virginia Tech mass shootings).  

 285  David Gilmour, Alex Jones Pushes Another Baseless, Grossly Inaccurate School 
Shooting Conspiracy, DAILY DOT (Feb. 19, 2018, 10:08 AM), https://www.dailydot.com/lay 

er8/alex-jones-pushes-another-school-shooting-conspiracy/; Ben Collins, After Years of 
‘Crisis Actor’ Smears, Sandy Hook Conspiracy Targets Ask Facebook for ‘Seat at the Table’, 
NBC (July 19, 2018, 4:46 PM), https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/after-years-crisis-
actor-smears-sandy-hook-conspiracy-targets-ask-n892926. 

 286  Alex Jones: Orlando a False-Flag Attack, DAILY BEAST (Jun. 12, 2016, 10:42 PM), 
https://www.thedailybeast.com/alex-jones-orlando-a-false-flag-attack. 

 287  Michael M. Grynbaum, Las Vegas Massacre Gives InfoWars More Conspiracy 
Fodder, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 9, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/09/business/media/las 

-vegas-massacre-infowars-conspiracy.html. 

 288  Danielle Paquette, ‘Crisis Actor’ Conspiracy Theorists Are Terrifying Another Emma 
Gonzalez, SYDNEY MORNING HERALD (May 8, 2018, 9:55 AM), https://www.smh.com.au/wor 

ld/north-america/crisis-actor-conspiracy-theorists-are-terrifying-another-emma-gonzalez-
20180508-p4zdy6.html; Mack DeGeurin, We Met with Crisis Actor Conspiracy Theorists and 
the Victims They Baselessly Attack, MOTHERBOARD (Apr. 13, 2018, 11:37 AM), 
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/qvxxew/rise-of-the-crisis-actor-conspiracy-
theory. 

 289  Danielle Waugh, Boston Woman Speaks Out on Meme Labeling Her as a ‘Crisis 
Actor’, NBC (Feb. 22, 2018, 6:14 PM), https://www.nbcboston.com/news/local/-Boston-
Woman-Speaks-Out-on-Meme-Labeling-Her-as-a-Crisis-Actor-474895453.html. 

 290  Dartagnan, Where’s the Apology from Those Wingnuts Who Blamed the Bomb Attacks 
on a Left Wing “False Flag Op?”, DAILY KOS (Oct. 26, 2018, 11:40 AM), https://www.daily 

kos.com/stories/2018/10/26/1807429/-Where-s-the-apology-from-those-Wingnuts-who-
blamed-the-bomb-attacks-on-a-left-wing-false-flag-op (collecting twitter posts of right-wing 
pundits claiming bombs were liberal false flag tactic).  

 291  Casey Newton, How Platforms Are Driving Users to Misinformation About Mail 
Bombs, VERGE (Oct. 27, 2018, 6:00 AM), https://www.theverge.com/2018/10/27/18029490 

/cesar-sayoc-mail-bombs-twitter-instagram-misinformation; Chris Cillizza, Debunking the 
Despicable ‘False Flag’ Theory on the Mail Bombs, CNN (Oct. 26, 2018, 2:57 PM), 
https://edition.cnn.com/2018/10/25/politics/false-flag-theory-mail-bombs-cnn-
democrats/index.html. 

 292  Border Patrol Chief Defends Firing Tear Gas on Migrants, FOX NEWS (Nov. 26, 2018, 
3:54 PM), https://video.foxnews.com/v/5971607753001/?fbclid=IwAR0ZO-gTkuh26-
BvjacbvflFFRXX267WK7a90PXwGD25xwcF44ZotSbfb_I#sp=show-clips. 
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News Photo (2018) 

 
In order to steer the narrative away from empathy, scenes of terrified 

children were described as posed and fake.293  To aid this narrative, the image 

was altered with writing supposedly pointing out posing victims and planted 

camera men. 

Propaganda (2018) 

294,295 

 

 293  Ramsey Touchberry, Trump-Supporting Media Spreading False Conspiracy Theory 
That Migrant Women and Children Fleeing Tear Gas Are Crisis Actors, NEWSWEEK (Nov. 
27, 2018, 12:47 PM), https://www.newsweek.com/trump-media-conspiracy-theory-migrant-
mother-1233268. 

 294  Reuters Pictures (@reuterspictures), TWITTER (Nov. 26, 2018, 4:56 AM), 
https://twitter.com/reuterspictures/status/1067039449580822528. 

 295  Bethania Palma, Was the ‘Illegal Alien Mom with Kids’ Photograph Staged?, SNOPES 
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IV. PROPOSAL: REVERSE-IMAGE SEARCH AND NESTED COPYRIGHT 

INFORMATION 

This Article proposes that Congress push social media firms to adopt 

policies to automate reverse-image searches and nest the resultant publishing 

and copyright information in social media postings.  Recent Congressional 

hearings threatened, in line with widespread international trends,296 far 

 

(Nov. 26, 2018), https://d344zsozk59prj.cloudfront.net/fact-check/mom-tear-gas-photo/. 

 296  Daniel Funke & Daniela Flamini, A Guide to Anti-Misinformation Actions Around the 
World, POYNTER (Jun. 13, 2019), https://www.poynter.org/fact-checking/2019/a-guide-to-
anti-misinformation-actions-around-the-world/; Katerina Borisevich, “Иногда форумы — 
грязь”. Обсуждается введение уголовной ответственности за недостоверную 
информацию Читать полностью [“Sometimes Forums Are Dirty.” The Introduction of 
Criminal Liability for False Information is Discussed.], TUT.BY (June 6, 2018), 
https://news.tut.by/society/595733.html?crnd=83926 (Belarus, criminal liability for fake 
news); Pedro Grigori, 20 projetos de lei no Congresso pretendem criminalizar fake news [20 
Bills in Congress Aim to Criminalize Fake News], PUBLICA (May 11, 2018), 
https://apublica.org/2018/05/20-projetos-de-lei-no-congresso-pretendem-criminalizar-fake-
news/ (Brazil, criminal liability for fake news after elections); Kate Lamb, Cambodia ‘Fake 
News’ Crackdown Prompts Fears Over Press Freedom, GUARDIAN (July 6, 2018, 1:48 AM), 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jul/06/cambodia-fake-news-crackdown-prompts-
fears-over-press-freedom?CMP=share_btn_tw (Cambodia, criminal liability for fake news); 
Maria Repnikova, China’s Lessons for Fighting Fake News, FOREIGN POL’Y (Sept. 6, 2018, 
1:15 PM), https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/09/06/chinas-lessons-for-fighting-fake-news/ 
(China, criminalizing rumours that undermine social order); Tanja Ivančić, Vlada priprema 
poseban zakon kojim će kažnjavati govor mržnje na internetu [The Government Is Preparing 
a Special Law to Punish Hate Speech on the Internet], VEČERNJI (Jan. 15, 2018, 9:50 PM), 
https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/vlada-priprema-poseban-zakon-kojim-ce-kaznjavati-govor-
mrznje-na-internetu-1220126 (Croatia, finding need to outlaw false news); Jared Malsin & 
Amira El Fekki, Egypt Passes Law to Regulate Media as President Sisi Consolidates Power, 
WALL STREET J. (July 16, 2018, 3:27 PM),  https://www.wsj.com/articles/egypt-passes-law-
to-regulate-media-as-president-sisi-consolidates-power-1531769232 (Egypt, determining all 
accounts with 5,000 followers are media outlets subject to false news laws); Govt Planning 
to Amend IT Act to Crack Down on Apps, Sites Unable to Curb Fake News, BUS. TODAY (Jan. 
2, 2019, 4:05 AM), https://www.businesstoday.in/top-story/govt-planning-to-amend-it-act-
to-crack-down-on-apps-sites-unable-to-curb-fake-news/story/306041.html (India, creating 
user-tracing amendment related to fake news on WhatsApp); Daniel Funke, In Ireland, 
Lawmakers Are Trying to Criminalize the Use of Bots to Spread Political Misinformation, 
POYNTER (Dec. 8, 2017), https://web.archive.org/web/20180123212915https://www.poynter. 

org/news/ireland-lawmakers-are-trying-criminalize-use-bots-spread-political-
misinformation (Ireland, proposing a bill to outlaw bots spreading political misinformation);  

Arielle Schwartz, Kenya Signs Bill Criminalising Fake News, MAIL & GUARDIAN (May 16, 
2018, 4:23 PM), https://web.archive.org/web/20180711142649/https://mg.co.za/article/2018 

-05-16-kenya-signs-bill-criminalising-fake-news (Kenya, criminalizing false news); Hannah 
Beech, As Malaysia Moves to Ban ‘Fake News,’ Worries About Who Decides the Truth, N.Y. 
TIMES (Apr. 2, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/02/world/asia/malaysia-fake-news-
law.html (Malaysia, criminalizing spreading misinformation).  

https://www.vecernji.hr/autori/tanja-ivancic-1073/profil
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stricter regulation297 of social media,298 and firms may be eager to adopt an 

approach that does not require more stringent filtering.299  The proposal is 

not a content filter; instead, it simply automates a process to provide 

additional image information using tools that are freely available. 

In the alternative, should firms continue to drag their feet in taking 

necessary precautions in the name of national security, Congress may 

legislate this requirement.  While voluntary adoption would help side-step 

the First Amendment issues attendant to this policy, the policy may need to 

become mandatory if firms continue to abdicate responsibility.  Specifically, 

sites would be required to embed immediately below the photo, the earliest 

known use of the photo and the copyright holder information, if this 

information is known.  Sites must allow for a flagging system to correct 

automated misattributions, such as, a similar but distinct image mistakenly 

identified. 

Should the proposal require legislation, the following amendment to the 

Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) subsection 512(i),300 with 

 

 297  See MARK R. WARNER, POTENTIAL POLICY PROPOSALS FOR REGULATIONS OF SOCIAL 

MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY FIRMS, https://www.warner.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/d/3/d32 

c2f17-cc76-4e11-8aa9-897eb3c90d16/65A7C5D983F899DAAE5AA21F57BAD944.social-
media-regulation-proposals.pdf, (white paper draft).  

 298  Steven T. Dennis & Ben Brody, Congress Is Likely to Support New Regulations on 
Social Media, Senator Says, BLOOMBERG (Sept. 13, 2018, 12:30 PM), https://www.bloomberg 

.com/news/articles/2018-09-13/new-social-media-rules-can-get-majority-in-congress-
warner-says; Andrew Arnold, Do We Really Need to Start Regulating Social Media?, FORBES 
(July 30, 2018, 11:58 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewarnold/2018/07/30/do-we-
really-need-to-start-regulating-social-media/#48506ddb193d.  

 299  Self-regulation to avoid governmental regulation is not novel in other contexts: movie 
studios and video game companies both adopted internal rating agencies in an effort to avoid 
regulation.  Facebook’s attempts to avoid strict regulation are well known. Laura Kayali, 
Inside Facebook’s Fight Against European Regulation, POLITICO (Jan. 23, 2019), 
https://www.politico.eu/article/inside-story-facebook-fight-against-european-regulation/.  At 
the same time, the European Union has proposed a far more stringent online copyright 
protection regime.  To make such a regime viable, social media platforms may have to adopt 
robust content filtration systems.  Matt Reynolds, What Is Article 13? The EU Divisive New 
Copyright Plan Explained, WIRED (May 24, 2019), https://www.wired.co.uk/article/what-is-
article-13-article-11-european-directive-on-copyright-explained-meme-ban.  These systems 
could be similarly employed to identify, correct, or quarantine disinformation content.  

 300  Section 512 sets out the safe harbor provisions of the DMCA:  

 
i) CONDITIONS FOR ELIGIBILITY..—(1) ACCOMMODATION OF 
TECHNOLOGY.—The limitations on liability established by this section 
shall apply to a service provider only if the service provider— . . . (B) 
accommodates and does not interfere with standard technical measures. (2) 
DEFINITION.—As used in this subsection, the term “standard technical 
measures” means technical measures that are used by copyright owners to 
identify or protect copyrighted works and—(A) have been developed pursuant 
to a broad consensus of copyright owners and service providers in an open, 
fair, voluntary, multi-industry standards process; (B) are available to any 
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reference to subsection 512(m)301 is offered below: 

Whereas reverse image searching is a ‘standard technical 
measure’ employed by copyright owners to identify copyrighted 
works, and reverse image searching provides information in the 
national interest and does not impose substantial costs on service 
providers or on their networks, all service providers must facilitate 
automated reverse image searching and host such automatically 
generated information beneath uploaded images. 

This section details reverse-image searching, explains how it is already 

used piecemeal to fact-check and detect misused images, and sets out the 

advantages of the approach. 

A. History of Reverse-Image Search 

Reverse-image searching is an image-retrieval system that relies on the 

content of a query image rather than on user input search terms.302  A user 

uploads an image and a search engine evaluates the image, devises a model 

of it, and crawls the internet to locate similar images.  Search engines may 

also utilize the metadata of the image, such as embedded descriptors, to help 

identify matches. 

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems, the forerunners of the 

modern reverse-image search engines, have been commercially available 

since 1995 when IBM released QBIC (Query By Image Content).303  The 

technology would become more widely available to users in 2008, when 

TinEye, a Toronto-based reverse-image search company, launched its public 

beta.304  Perhaps the best-known tool came to the market in 2011, when 

Google released Google Images’ reverse-image search tool.305  It is 

 

person on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms; and (C) do not impose 
substantial costs on service providers or substantial burdens on their systems 
or networks.  

17 U.S.C. § 512 (2018). 

 301  m) Protection of Privacy.—Nothing in this section shall be construed to condition the 
applicability of subsections (a) through (d) on— 

(1) a service provider monitoring its service or affirmatively seeking facts 
indicating infringing activity, except to the extent consistent with a standard 
technical measure complying with the provisions of subsection (i) 

 302   Thomee, B. & Lew, Interactive Search in Image Retrieval: A Survey, 1 M.S. INT 

J MULTIMED INFO RETR 72 (2012), https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13735-012-
0014-4.  

 303  Myron Fickner et al., Query by Image and Video Content: The QBIC System, 28 
COMPUT. 23, 23 (1995).   

 304  Thomas Claburn, TinEye Image Search Finds Copyright Infringers, INFORMATION 

WEEK (Aug. 18, 2008), https://www.informationweek.com/applications/tineye-image-
search-finds-copyright-infringers/d/d-id/1071107. 

 305  Jason Kincade, Google Search by Image: Use a Snapshot as Your Search Query, 
TECHCRUNCH (Jun. 14, 2011), https://techcrunch.com/2011/06/14/google-search-by-image-
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estimated, however, that seventy-percent of users are unaware of the reverse-

image service.306 

B. Current Reverse-Image Search Tools and Uses 

While an in-depth discussion of the engineering concepts behind 

reverse-image searching is beyond the scope of this Article, the various 

techniques307 employ algorithmic approaches to allow for the recognition of 

images.  Thus, a reverse-image approach succeeds even if the image is 

modified.  The reverse-image search allows fact-checkers to detect and call 

out false content.308  The technique is even used by individuals hoping to 

avoid dating scams or catfishing.309  Moreover, copyright holders are already 

using the tool as a means to detect unauthorized derivative works or outright 

image theft.310  Search firms, such as Pixsy, also offer their services to users 

looking to vindicate their intellectual property rights.311 

Today, well known reverse-image search tools include Google Images, 

TinEye, Bing Image Match, and Pintrest.  Yandex and Baidu, the largest 

search engines for Russia and China respectively, also offer reverse-image 

search tools.  Users understand that different engines can return different 

results, so reverse-image search aggregators are common.  For example, 

ImgOps312 allows users to upload images and search using eight different 

 

use-a-snapshot-as-your-search-query/. 

 306  Tammy Mittal, Patent Analytics Through Reverse Image Search Engines: Tools and 
Application, LEXOLOGY (Nov. 8, 2017), https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=b4 

8d7cac-8ba7-449e-bb81-72d6e80a9fc7. 

 307  These include Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT), Maximally stable extremal 
regions (MSER), and Vocabulary Tree – Bag of Words (BoW).  See generally S. O’Hara & 
Bruce A. Draper, Introduction to the Bag of Features Paradigm for Image Classification and 
Retrieval, COMPUTING RES. REPOSITORY (July 2010), https://arxiv.org/pdf/1101.3354.pdf.  

 308  Thorin Klosowski, Clever Uses for Reverse Image Search, LIFEHACKER (Apr. 26, 
2013, 1:00 PM), https://www.lifehacker.com.au/2013/04/clever-uses-for-reverse-image-
search/ (noting that “finding the fakes is easy with a reverse image search.”). 

 309  Logan Buehrer, How to Spot a Fake Person Online . . .the Ultimate Catfish Catcher, 
MEDIUM (Jan. 24, 2018), https://medium.com/@loganbuehrer/how-to-spot-a-fake-person-
online-the-ultimate-catfish-catcher-fb951572906a (describing reverse-image searches as the 
“ultimate catfish catcher”); Charlotte Edwards, WhatsApp Adding Google’s ‘Reverse Image 
Search’ to Help You Expose Catfishers Using Fake Selfies, SUN (Mar. 15, 2019), 
https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/8644715/whatsapp-add-google-reverse-image-search/; T. 
Christian Miller, The Dig: How to Background Your Tinder Dates, PROPUBLICA (May 11, 
2016), https://www.propublica.org/article/the-dig-how-to-background-your-tinder-dates. 

 310  See Lauren Margolis, Find Your Images Online Using Reverse Image Search on 
Google, PHOTOSHELTER BLOG (Apr. 25, 2013), https://blog.photoshelter.com/2013/04/find-
your-images-online-using-reverse-image-search-on-google/. 

 311  Pixsy, https://www.pixsy.com/ (last visited Sept. 19, 2019) (“Find and fight image 
theft”). 

 312  IMGOPS, https://Imgops.com (last visited July 22, 2019) (“reverse / similar: google · 
bing · tineye · reddit · yandex · baidu · so.com · sogou”).  
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services.  Publications suggest that TinEye and Pinterest are best at detecting 

image theft and should be used by media professionals, while Google Images 

is best as a broad scope detection tool.313 

C. Advantages to Proposal 

1. Immediately Lessening the Impact of Misappropriated 

Images 

The presentation of immediately debunking information will help to 

lessen the impact of otherwise persuasive misappropriated images.  At 

present, a miscaptioned photo may circulate hundreds of thousands of times 

before being debunked.314  Even when fact-checkers detect an image quickly, 

the rebuttal of the image may be buried in the replies of a single thread and 

is of little help when the image is rapidly copied and reposted by bots or 

eager users.  For example, see the exchange below disputing the veracity of 

one of a number of repostings of the brutalized officers315 

 
This approach makes debunking immediate and universal at least in 

cases where the target event does not occur in the same year as the target 

 

 313  Tammy Mittal, Patent Analytics Through Reverse Image Search Engines: Tools and 
Application, LEXOLOGY (Nov. 8, 2017), https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=b48 

d7cac-8ba7-449e-bb81-72d6e80a9fc7. 

 314  See supra Part III. 

 315  See supra for post (on file with author).  
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photo.316  The year tag endures and continues to undermine the message of 

the propagandist.  The benefit of immediate correction can hardly be 

overstated.  The longer an image remains unquestioned, the further it can 

spread and the deeper its impact on viewers.  Moreover, the negation of the 

image by temporal incongruity is far more effective than engaging in a 

thorough point-by-point debunking. 

First, it avoids the phenomenon of negative framing.  That is, if you are 

told “don’t think of an elephant,” an elephant naturally comes to mind.317  A 

thorough debunking often involves restating the false claims, which may 

inadvertently spread them.  For example, even if one presumes that the Daily 

Caller was acting in good faith when using ambiguous headlines for the nude 

picture falsely attributed to a new congresswoman, the mere act of negating 

the false image serves to further publicize it.318 

Second, it allows for more rapid identification of false news for 

curation.  While Facebook has partnered with various organizations to 

provide content curation, these efforts have been criticized as slow and little 

more than a public relations stunt.  The provision of dates will allow 

individual users to help flag false posts.  In the above examples, 16 of 21 

photos would be revealed as pre-dating the event the image purported to 

show. 

2. Facilitate DMCA Take Down Notices from Copyright 

Holders Whose Images have been Misappropriated 

It is no secret that copyright violation allegations often trigger more 

expeditious action by social media firms than claims of defamation or 

harassment.319  Users seeking to remove “revenge porn,” for example, often 

resort to DMCA take down claims to remove images.320  While social media 

drags its feet on content curation, it must rapidly comply with DMCA 

removal requests or risk liability outside of subsection 512(c)’s safe 

 

 316  See supra Part III.  But see supra Part III Burning Flag [Swastika Variant].  Part III 
does present propaganda examples where the photo year and event year do match, such as the 
Burning Flag – Swastika variant.  However, a reverse-image search could still assist by 
linking the photo to the proper location or copyright holder.  

 317  See Framing: Don’t Think of an Elephant, AUSTL. NAT’L. U. (Aug. 2015), 
https://i2s.anu.edu.au/resources/framing-dont-think-elephant.  

 318  See supra Part I. 

 319   Caitlin Dewey, Why Twitter Gave a Woman’s Home Address to Her Cyberstalkers, 
WASH. POST (June 8, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2016/ 

06/08/why-twitter-gave-a-womans-home-address-to-her-
cyberstalkers/?utm_term=.11a1231b70fc. 

 320  See, e.g., DMCA Takedowns and Revenge Porn Removal, FRONT RANGE LEGAL 

SERVS. https://www.frontrangelegalservices.com/services/intellectual-property-patent-trade 

mark-copyright/dmca-takedowns-online-content-removal-revenge-porn/ (last visited July 16, 
2019).   
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harbor.321 

It is inconceivable that Getty, AP, or other image clearinghouses would 

countenance the widespread copyright infringement that follows photo 

miscaptioning.  There is no credible argument that propagandistic 

mislabelling is fair use of an image, especially an image that was not 

originally created in line with a political campaign.322  Moreover, individual 

photographers, while not holding many recognized moral rights in images 

under U.S. copyright, surely will be vindicated in pulling down hate speech 

created from their own works.  If either copyright holding firms or 

photographers could easily be alerted to image misuse, it is logical that they 

would mobilize to protect their intellectual property.  In the above examples, 

15 of the 21 photos would have known photographer or copyright holder 

information, allowing for DMCA take downs or further clarification of 

images from commenters, fact-chekers, or social media firms. 

3. Approach is Easy to Implement 

Employees of Twitter,323 other social network firms,324 and political 

actors have expressed displeasure with needing to moderate social media 

content, as adjudicating posts is resource intensive and may alienate users.325  

The proposal is minimally burdensome, however, it consists of an automated 

 

 321  Section 512(c) provides three avenues for safe harbor: 17 U.S.C. § 512 (“A service 
provider shall not be liable for monetary relief, or, except as provided in subsection (j), for 
injunctive or other equitable relief, for infringement of copyright by reason of the storage at 
the direction of a user of material that resides on a system or network controlled or operated 
by or for the service provider, if the service provider—(A)(i) does not have actual knowledge 
that the material or an activity using the material on the system or network is infringing; (ii) 
in the absence of such actual knowledge, is not aware of facts or circumstances from which 
infringing activity is apparent; or (iii) upon obtaining such knowledge or awareness, acts 
expeditiously to remove, or disable access to, the material . . . .”). 

 322  Courts appear to take a far more lenient approach when the original photo was itself 
linked to a political campaign. See, e.g., Timothy B. Lee, Photographer Loses Lawsuit Over 
Use of Her Photo in Political Mailer, ARS TECHICA (Mar. 21, 2019), https://arstechnica.com/ 

tech-policy/2019/03/using-opponents-photo-in-a-campaign-mailer-is-fair-use-court-rules/. 

 323  Aja Romano, Twitter’s Stance on Infowars’ Alex Jones Should Be a Moment of 
Reckoning for Users, VOX (Aug. 8, 2018), https://www.vox.com/2018/8/8/17662774/twitter- 

alex-jones-jack-dorsey. 

 324  Craig Timberg et al., From Silicon Valley Elite to Social Media Hate: The 
Radicalization That Led to Gab, WASH. POST (Oct. 31, 2018), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/10/31/silicon-valley-elite-social-media-
hate-radicalization-that-led-gab/. 

 325  Joseph Cox et al., Why Won’t Twitter Treat White Supremacy Like ISIS? Because It 
Would Mean Banning Some Republican Politicians Too, VICE (Apr. 25, 2019), 
https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/a3xgq5/why-wont-twitter-treat-white-supremacy-like-
isis-because-it-would-mean-banning-some-republican-politicians-too; Craig Timberg et al., 
Twitter Says Trump’s Tweet Didn’t Violate Its Rules Against Racism but Won’t Say Why, 
WASH. POST (July 15, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/07/15/twit 

ter-says-trumps-tweet-didnt-violate-its-rules-against-racism-wont-say-why/. 
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search and nested publishing script.  Social media is not being asked to assess 

the veracity of a post or to pre-clear a post.  Instead, this approach furnishes 

supplemental information that is easily obtained and published.  This will 

encourage firm compliance while also preventing allegations of bias or 

chilling speech, which have plagued other fact-checking and account 

removal efforts.326 

4. Approach is Consistent with the First Amendment and 

Prevents Greater Restriction of Speech 

The current approaches taken by the social media networks of either 

ignoring disinformation or pulling down suspected content through terms-

of-service violations are deeply troubling.  The first three parts of this Article 

outline why allowing propaganda to flourish is deeply irresponsible and has 

serious consequences implicating hate crimes and potential genocide.  

Widespread pulldowns of propaganda, however, are also problematic.327  

Widespread pulldowns implicate the rights of speakers as well as the 

rights of readers to receive information.328  While the First Amendment 

implications of private pulldowns from market actors guided by terms-of-

service are lessened somewhat due to an insulation from government action, 

the fact that these pulldowns only came following threats of governmental 

regulation makes the question of whether state actors are implicated a bit 

closer.329  Pulldowns will invariably drag in innocent or good-faith actors.  

The result is an obvious chilling of speech that is incompatible with the ideals 

of the First Amendment, regardless of the actors doing the direct chilling.  

 

 326   See supra Part I. 

    

327    Jon Henley, Global Crackdown on Fake News Raises Censorship Concerns, Guardian 
(Apr. 24, 2018, 6:03 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/apr/24/global-
crackdown-on-fake-news-raises-censorship-concerns. 

    

328   Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 564 (1969) (“It is now well established that the 
Constitution protects the right to receive information and ideas.”); Griswold v. Connecticut, 
381 U.S. 479, 482 (1965) (“In other words, the State may not, consistently with the spirit of 
the First Amendment, contract the spectrum of available knowledge.  The right of freedom of 
speech and press includes not only the right to utter or to print, but the right to distribute, the 
right to receive, the right to read and freedom of inquiry, freedom of thought, and freedom to 
teach—indeed, the freedom of the entire university community.” (citations omitted)); Lamont 
v. Postmaster Gen., 381 U.S. 301, 308 (1965) (Brennan, J., concurring) (“The dissemination 
of ideas can accomplish nothing if otherwise willing addressees are not free to receive and 
consider them.  It would be a barren marketplace of ideas that had only sellers and no 
buyers.”); Kingsley Int’l Pictures Corp. v. Regents of Univ. of N.Y., 360 U.S. 684, 688 (1959) 
(“Yet the First Amendment’s basic guarantee is of freedom to advocate ideas.”); Martin v. 
Struthers, 319 U.S. 141, 143 (1943) (“[F]reedom [of speech] embraces the right to distribute 
literature, and necessarily protects the right to receive it.” (citations omitted)).  

   329   See Jacquelyn E. Fradette, Online Terms of Service: A Shield for First Amendment 
Scrutiny of Government Action, 89 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 947, 974 (2013) (criticizing judicial 
approach to private ordering as a means to avoid scrutiny); Benjamin F. Jackson, Censorship 
and Freedom of Expression in the Age of Facebook, 44 N.M. L. REV. 121, 135–36 (2014).  
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The worldwide response to fake news has largely been to draft 

legislation that threatens speech freedoms: these bills criminalize the spread 

of false news and/or threaten platforms that allow for false news.330  These 

bills could unfortunately provide cover for government directed censorship 

against critics in the name of protecting social order.  Alternatively, nations 

such as India have gone as far as to suspend state-wide internet service more 

than twenty times to prevent mendacious digital traffic.331  We must resist 

the temptation of sacrificing freedom for safety, yet we cannot ignore a threat 

to our democratic ideals.      

The proposal prevents this Faustian scenario by offering a far less 

intrusive approach to speech.  Instead of automatically pulling down or pre-

filtering content, the proposal mandates more speech rather than less.  

Propagandists and good-faith actors may still post content.  Social media 

networks would merely be adding their own information, not unlike a 

television disclaimer.  

While a First Amendment analysis is not strictly necessary under the 

preferred approach of this Article, it is important to conduct such an analysis 

in light of the potential need for legislation.332  The regulation could burden 

both posters and social media networks, but these burdens are minimal and 

are substantially outweighed by national security and property interests.   

The burden on the poster is minimal.  The additional information is 

provided by a third party and is information that any viewer could generate 

by using a reverse search tool.  The proposal merely automates that process.  

Moreover, this information serves as identifying information on copyrighted 

images.  Intellectual property law repeatedly protects such information, both 

in terms of attribution through Section 43 of the Lanham Act,333 and Section 

 

   330   See supra note 296 (setting out international legal restrictions of false news). 

   331   India: 20 Internet Shutdowns in 2017, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH (June 15, 2017, 10:15 
PM), https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/06/15/india-20-internet-shutdowns-2017. 

   332   Louis W. Tompros et al., The Constitutionality of Criminalizing False Speech Made on 
Social Networking Sites in a Post-Alvarez, Social Media-Obsessed World, 31 HARV. J.L. & 

TECH. 65, 68 (Fall 2017). 

   333   15 U.S.C. § 1125 (2018).  (“(1) Any person who, on or in connection with any goods 
or services, or any container for goods, uses in commerce any word, term, name, symbol, or 
device, or any combination thereof, or any false designation of origin, false or misleading 
description of fact, or false or misleading representation of fact, which—(A) is likely to cause 
confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, or association 
of such person with another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of his or her 
goods, services, or commercial activities by another person, or (B) in commercial advertising 
or promotion, misrepresents the nature, characteristics, qualities, or geographic origin of his 
or her or another person's goods, services, or commercial activities, shall be liable in a civil 
action by any person who believes that he or she is or is likely to be damaged by such act.”).  
While Dastar Corp. v. Twentieth Century Fox Film, 539 U.S. 23 (2003), greatly curtailed the 
means by which creators could use trademark law to ensure attribution of their works, 
“powerful pro-attribution norms exist throughout modern American society.”  Rebecca 
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1202 of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act,334 punishing the removal of 

copyright management information including the title, name of author, and 

the information set forth in a notice of copyright.  Speakers cannot merely 

excise attribution information or deliberately misattribute an image under 

existing doctrines.  

The burden on the social networks is also fairly small.  While social 

media companies have their own First Amendment rights, the compelled 

speech of posting copyright and publication information is permitted by 

existing speech doctrines.  The most analogous regulations to the proposal 

are mandatory disclaimers.  While disclaimers typically attach to 

commercial speech, and therefore encounter a lower level of attendant 

scrutiny, the Court’s treatment of disclaimers is instructive.  

In Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of the Supreme Court of 

Ohio,335 the Supreme Court upheld an Ohio state law requiring disclosure in 

lawyer advertisements that litigants may be required to pay legal costs even 

if their suits are unsuccessful.  Plaintiffs argued that this constituted 

compelled speech in violation of the First Amendment.  The Court disagreed, 

holding that  

appellant's constitutionally protected interest in not providing any 
particular factual information in his advertising is minimal. . . 
.[B]ecause disclosure requirements trench much more narrowly 
on an advertiser's interests than do flat prohibitions on speech, 
“warning[s] or disclaimer[s] might be appropriately required. . .in 
order to dissipate the possibility of consumer confusion or 
deception.”336 

 

The Court in Zauderer highlighted the importance of preventing 

deception and the minimal burden of providing factual information.  

Zauderer is far reaching and the resulting test, allowing for mandatory 

disclaimers for information that is factual and uncontroversial337 has since 

been applied to cover information that does not seek to combat deception.  

For example, in National Electrical Manufacturers Association v. Sorrell,338 

the Second Circuit upheld a mandatory warning label on light bulbs 

containing mercury, advising that the bulbs be disposed of in the manner of 

 

Tushnet, Naming Rights: Attribution and Law, 2007 UTAH L. REV. 789, 791 (2007).  
Moreover, the misuse of material for hate-speech is likely to engender sympathetic judicial 
responses in line with defamation jurisprudence. 

   334   See Murphy v. Millennium Radio Grp. LLC, 650 F.3d 295 (3d Cir. 2011), for a thorough 
discussion of this approach. 

   335   471 U.S. 626 (1985). 

   336   Id. at 651 (quoting In re R.M.J., 455 U.S. 191, 201 (1982)).  

   337   Id.  

   338   272 F.3d 104, 110–13 (2d Cir. 2001). 
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hazardous waste.    

While the Supreme Court recently clarified the meaning of Zauderer in 

National Institute of Family and Life Advocates v. Becerra,339 this 

clarification does not threaten the proposal here.  In NIFLA, the Court held 

that a law requiring that crisis pregnancy centers post information 

concerning the availability of abortions violated of the First Amendment 

because it “impose[d] a government-scripted, speaker-based disclosure 

requirement that is wholly disconnected from the State’s informational 

interest” and because it targeted speakers rather than speech.  Neither caveat 

applies here – the proposal does not discriminate between speakers340 and is 

intimately connected to the State’s interest. 341 

Even if the proposal is viewed outside of the intellectual property and 

disclaimer context, it likely survives.  Courts have shown a willingness to 

dilute the requirements of strict scrutiny when faced with purported threats 

to national security in any event.  The Court’s decision in Holder v. 

Humanitarian Law Project342 demonstrates that grave national security 

concerns result in a strict-in-name-only scrutiny.343  The interest at stake is 

of the legitimacy of the electoral process and the prevention of genocide or 

domestic terrorism.344  The manner in which the regulation is applied is 

content neutral: it does not target specific speakers, specific view points, or 

even specific types of images.345  Lastly, the approach is narrowly tailored, 

as it does not pull-down information but merely provides supplemental 

information. 

V. ADDRESSING LIKELY COUNTERARGUMENTS AND AREAS FOR 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

This section addresses likely counterarguments to the proposal and sets 

out areas for future research.  Critics may point to technical challenges that 

may allow posters to avoid detection or cause incorrect information to nest 

below an image.  Critics may also allege that the proposal will simply cause 

propagandists to generate novel images or move to less regulated media.  

 

   339   138 S. Ct. 2361, 2367 (2018). 

   340   The proposal cannot discriminate between speakers or positions, it merely provides the 
posting date of photos.  

   341   David L. Hudson Jr., Disclaimers, FIRST AMENDMENT ENCYCLOPEDIA, https://www. 

mtsu.edu/first-amendment/article/945/disclaimers (last visited Sept. 14. 2019). 

   342   561 U.S. 1 (2010). 

   343  Andrew Moshirnia, Valuing Speech and Open Source Intelligence in the Face of 
Judicial Deference, 4 HARV. NAT’L SEC. J. 385, 385,417 (2013) (arguing that Court applied 
none of the hallmarks of strict scrutiny while purporting to do so in upholding 18 U.S.C. § 
2339B). 

   344   See supra Part I.D.  

   345   See supra Part IV.C.3.  
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While these challenges exist, the advantages of the proposal outweigh 

potential negatives.  

A. Approach Will Simply Invite Additional Photo 

Manipulation  

With any technological intervention, the likely response by actors is file 

modification to avoid detection.  Actors could take steps such as cropping, 

flipping, and layering to attempt to confuse reverse-image search engines.  

Indeed, such approaches are common on YouTube in an attempt to avoid 

detection under Content ID.346  While these efforts were successful in the 

short term, improvements to the identification algorithm have increased the 

detection rate.347  Meme creators are already taking similar steps to avoid 

detection under proposed European Union copyright rules, often to comedic 

effect.348   

Reverse search tools are equipped to identify modified images, so it is 

unlikely that cosmetic modifications would consistently elude detection.  For 

example, Part III features several modified images that were found through 

reverse-image search, including cropped images and images stripped of text.  

However, the ability of propagandists to elude search tools and the ability of 

search firms to take appropriate countermeasures is a matter for future 

research.  

 More importantly, the very act of manipulation would degrade the 

credibility of the poster.  As documented above, the key conceit of this 

propaganda is that the photo is fresh, genuine, and of obvious significance.  

A redrawn image or obviously altered image would simply carry less weight 

than a genuine, unfiltered image.  

B. Date Captions Will Have Error Rates and May Mislead 

 The accuracy of the system could also come into question.  Invariably 

the reverse-image search will have a false positive for some images, resulting 

in an incorrect posting date or attribution information.  Critics may contend 

that if the system adds no useful information, it will impose a burden on 

social networks with no commensurate benefit.  While this may be 

unfortunate, the advantages of the proposal outweigh the marginal 

disadvantage of a temporarily mislabeled image.  Just as fact-checking itself 

 

   346   Nick Douglas, You Can't Fool YouTube's Copyright Bots (So Stop Trying), LIFEHACKER 
(Jan. 26, 2018, 3:00 PM), https://www.lifehacker.com.au/2018/01/you-cant-fool-youtubes-
copyright-bots/. 

   347   Id.; Michael Soha & Zachary J. McDowell, Monetizing a Meme: YouTube, Content ID, 
and the Harlem Shake, 2 SOCIAL MEDIA + SOC’Y 1, 6 (2016). 
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will occasionally produce incorrect results, that fact is hardly a reason not to 

fact-check.  A mechanism allowing users to address incorrect information 

will further mitigate this harm.   

C. Coincidence of Dates for Event and Photos Will Lend More 

Credibility to False News 

 In cases where there is an overlap in year between the target event 

and the miscaptioned photo, a time stamp on the image may arguably 

increase the credibility of the meme.  This claim should be taken seriously, 

as aligned dates will occur.  Part III showcased several images that, while 

falsely attributed, did date to the same year as the target event.  For example, 

false messages regarding the caravan burning flags included photos taken 

from protests that occurred in 2018.  But the majority of images will not align 

by date.  Even if they do, the proposal effectively prevents the constant reuse 

of images in propaganda.  This is especially important in making the creation 

of propaganda more difficult, as researchers have noted that the main content 

churn in this field is driven by image reuse.349  Moreover, in those cases 

where date overlap occurs copyright data may be used to clarify, refute, or 

pull-down images  

D. Propagandists Will Take Their Own Pictures 

 There is of course the possibility that propaganda shops will just start 

taking their own photos to avoid issues of prior posting and copyright.  This 

approach, however, will not offer much respite.  In the case of novel 

photographs with no known photographer, propagandists have been reluctant 

to disclose any information about the origin of the photograph, and thereby 

undermine their claims.  

The best example of this is the claim by Judicial Watch that seven 

children were found trafficked in the caravan by Guatemalan authorities.350  

Judicial Watch claimed that it received “exclusive” photos of the event.351  

The story included a photo of minors, with faces blurred and no origin 

information.352  

 

   349   See Daniel Funke, New Election, Same Viral Political Hoaxes, POYNTER (Nov. 13, 
2018), https://www.poynter.org/fact-checking/2018/new-election-same-viral-political-hoaxe 

s/ (“Straight-up picture reuse is the best-performing recurring hoax.”). 

   350   Guatemalan Authorities Rescue Group of Minors from Human Smugglers in Caravan, 
JUD. WATCH (Oct. 25, 2018), https://www.judicialwatch.org/blog/2018/10/guatemalan-
authorities-rescue-group-of-minors-from-human-smugglers-in-caravan/. 

   351   Id.  

   352   Id.  
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The story was picked up by multiple right-wing blogs.353  Fact-checker 

Snopes could not confirm or debunk the story, based in part on the fact that 

the image does not appear in any reverse-image search. 354 

The Washington Times355 (which previously advanced and retracted the 

Seth Rich conspiracy) then posted the story.  Curiously, the image was 

presented without blurring, though the photo was credited to Judicial Watch.  

It is unclear why The Washington Times would run a different photograph 

than the “exclusive” photograph which Judicial Watch did not source.  While 

the lack of information does not prove or disprove the veracity of the image, 

the dearth of detail does call the origin of the image into question.  Moreover, 

even if novel images are authored, the ability of propagandists to reuse those 

images will be severely curtailed.  

 

 

   353   See, e.g., AMERICAN POLICE NEWS, https://www.americanpolicenews.com/glob 

alism/archives/10-2018 (last visited Sept. 14, 2019); Dave Gibson, Child-Sex Traffickers 
Using So-Called ‘Migrant Caravan’ to Smuggle Children into U.S., UNITED STATES ILLEGAL 

ALIEN CRIME REPORT (Oct. 29, 2018), https://www.illegalaliencrimereport.com/child-sex-
traffickers-using-so-called-migrant-caravan-to-smuggle-children-into-u-s/; While They 
Distracted Us . . .This Happened . . ., DEVISIONS, https://de-visions.com/detail/while-they-
distracted-us-this-happened-6k6BVxRzRxo.html (last visited Sept. 14, 2019); THE PRICE OF 

LIBERTY, https://priceoflibertyeternaly.blogspot.com/2018/10/#.XWZArZMzaL8 

 (last visited Sept. 14, 2019). 

   354   Bethaia Palma et al., Did Guatemalan Authorities Rescue a Group of Minors from 
Caravan Smugglers?, SNOPES (Nov. 2, 2018), https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/guatemala 

-smugglers-children/. 

   355   Stephen Dinan, Guatemalans Rescue Children Being Smuggled in Migrant Caravan, 
WASH. TIMES (Oct. 25, 2018), https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/oct/25/unacco 

mpanied-children-smuggled-migrant-caravan-re/. 
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E. Bot Detecting and Debunking Teams Are Better Approach  

Critics may argue that bot detection rather than copyright information 

is the appropriate way to combat false news.  In disinformation campaigns, 

bots amplified false stories.356  The use of bots to spread misinformation is 

well documented and not limited to American politics.357  Bots have been 

detected attempting to influence elections in Sweden358 and Australia.359  

Indeed, bot detection and deletion has been a major focus of academics as a 

means of hampering disinformation campaigns.360  While this approach is 

important, it neglects to address the actions of interested domestic actors and 

the content of the posts themselves.  The proposal does not suggest that bot 

detection efforts should cease (in fact they must continue), but notes that 

companies must do more than simply detect bots.  

Despite the criticism fact-checkers have received, critics of this 

proposal may argue that adopting a mechanistic approach will undermine the 

nuanced fact-checking mission.  But this proposal does not detract from the 

mission of fact check teams.  Moreover, this complaint ignores the fact that 

fact-checking positions are vulnerable to outside capture.  For example, 

Facebook executive Joel Kaplan reportedly advanced a plan to place The 

Daily Caller in a fact-checking role.361  This is highly inappropriate, as The 

Daily Caller traffics the same sort of memes that are the target of this 

 

   356   Issie Lapowsky, Here’s How Much Bots Drive Conversation During News Events, 
WIRED 

(Oct. 30, 2018, 2:00 PM), https://www.wired.com/story/new-tool-shows-how-bots-drive-
conversation-for-news-events/. 

   357   Ariel Bogle, Fake Accounts, Tweets and ‘Morons’: Could a Bot Take Down Your 
Company?, ABC (Sept. 11, 2018, 5:14 PM), https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2018-09-
12/could-a-bot-network-on-social-media-take-down-your-company/10199394. 

   358   Richard Milne, Sweden Warns of Upsurge in Twitter Bot Activity as Election Nears, 
FIN. TIMES (Aug. 29, 2018), https://www.ft.com/content/0f917b0c-ab9c-11e8-94bd-cba20d6 

7390c. 

   359   Sherryn Groch, Twitter Bots More Influential Than People in US Election: Research, 
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD (Sept. 15, 2018, 12:00 AM), https://www.smh.com.au/national 

/twitter-bots-more-influential-than-people-in-us-election-research-20180913-p503jw.html; 
Tom Sear & Michael Jensen, Russian Trolls Targeted Australian Voters on Twitter Via 
#auspol and #MH17, CONVERSATION (Aug. 22, 2018, 4:52 AM), https://theconversation.com 

/russian-trolls-targeted-australian-voters-on-twitter-via-auspol-and-mh17-101386; Felicity 
Caldwell, Bots Stormed Twitter in Their Thousands During the Federal Election, SYDNEY 

MORNING HERALD (July 20, 2019), https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/bots-stormed- 

twitter-in-their-thousands-during-the-federal-election-20190719-p528s0.html. 

   360   For a wider discussion of bot concerns, and US Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA) sponsored efforts to further bot detection, see V.S. Subrahmanian et al., 
The DARPA Twitter Bot Challenge,  ARXIV (Jan. 20, 2016), https://arxiv.org/abs/1601.05140.  

   361   Deepa Seetharaman, Facebook’s Lonely Conservative Takes on a Power Position, 
WALL STREET J. (Dec. 23, 2018, 8:00 AM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebooks-lonely-
conservative-takes-on-a-power-position-11545570000.   
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Article.362  This approach also allows fact-checkers to avoid accusations of 

bias.  Simply put, a mechanistic approach helps avoid predictable claims that 

fact-checkers are pulling down posts based on political leanings.  

F. Propagandists Will Move to Other Outlets Like WhatsApp 

As recent disinformation campaigns in Kenya, India, and Brazil 

show,363 disinformation can spread through sharing apps such as WhatsApp, 

rather than on Facebook alone.  As this is an avenue that would not fall under 

the proposal, opponents may claim that propagandists will just shift tactics.  

While it is true that stopping propaganda is often a game of whack-a-mole, 

it is unlikely that WhatsApp will have the same level of engagement as 

Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.  Therefore, a movement of propagandists 

away from traditional social media to sharing apps is not ideal, but it is hardly 

a reason to ignore the current issues on social media.  However, the spread 

of propaganda on apps such as WhatsApp is deserving of future study.  

CONCLUSION 

Social media is awash with targeted misinformation, crafted from 

genuine images with false attributions.  While the method gained notoriety 

through foreign interference in the 2016 presidential election, domestic 

actors have adopted these duplicitous techniques.  Images have a unique 

impact on viewers, one which strengthens and deepens with repetition.  In 

the case of the October 2018 migrant caravan, degrading and horrific images 

were trafficked with alarming frequency.  It is hardly surprising that violent 

extremists seized on these images and acted accordingly. 

We live in an age of widespread visual propaganda.  Social networks 

are inherently connected to our electoral infrastructure, presenting a 

 

   362   For example, mischaracterizing sources to create anti-Muslim narratives and posting 
“humorous” videos of cars striking liberal protestors.  See, e.g., Saif Alnuweiri, The Daily 
Caller, in Case You Needed More Confirmation, Is Garbage, NEW REPUBLIC (June 21, 2016), 
https://newrepublic.com/minutes/134495/daily-caller-case-needed-confirmation-garbage 
(“The tweet reads: ‘9/11 changed the world for good and there’s not other way to say it.  I just 
hope we keep having open conversations about our differences.’  The Daily Caller covered 
this under the headline: “Syrian immigrant who said 9/11 ‘changed the world for good’ is a 
homeland security advisor.”); Tom McKay, Fox News and the Daily Caller Posted a Video 
Instructing Right-Wingers How to Mow Down ‘Liberal Protesters’, GIZMODO (Aug. 15, 2017, 
8:33 PM), https://gizmodo.com/fox-news-and-the-daily-caller-posted-a-video-instructin-
1797877837?IR=T (“Here’s a compilation of liberal protesters getting pushed out of the way 
by cars and trucks.  Study the technique; it may prove useful in the next four years”); 
Hatewatch Staff, The Daily Caller Exposed for Publishing Prolific Antisemite; Still Employs 
Editor with White Nationalist Ties, S. POVERTY L. CENT. (May 29, 2018), 
https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2018/05/29/daily-caller-exposed-publishing-prolific-
antisemite-still-employs-editor-white-nationalist. 

   363   See supra Part I. 
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tantalizing target for foreign and domestic meddlers.  This weakness has 

been and continues to be exploited.  Misattributed photos make up a key 

component of memetic propaganda which threatens democratic ideals and 

the marginalized victims of stochastic terrorism, while simultaneously 

violating the rights of copyright holders.  By supplying attribution 

information and borrowing from both intellectual property and national 

security speech doctrines, however, we may defend against this assault.  

It is time for a robust response that lessens the impact of these 

mendacious campaigns, while simultaneously respecting freedom of speech.  

The problem will not simply go away without intervention, but we must 

resist the urge to criminalize subversive postings.  By supplying attribution 

information we can immediately undermine the propagandists’ message and 

deny them a potent tool.  Borrowing from both intellectual property and 

national security speech doctrines, we can gain greater security without 

sacrificing our liberty and further defend our democracy from assault. 

 


